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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Mission of the U.S. Agency for International Development in Sri Lanka contracted with the 
Growth and Equity through Microenterprise Investments and Institutions (GEMINI) Project to prepare
and report on a microenterprise development survey in Sri Lanka. Part of this assignment was to
recommend approaches to developing and expanding a specific microenterprise strategy The field work 
for this report was carried out in Sri Lanka by a joint GEMINI/USAID team in January and February 
1995. 

The GEMINI team made a series of recommendations based on insights gained from interviews 
with numerous microenterprise practitioners. The recommendations cover a wide range of options and 
strategies for consideration by USAID. 

STATUS OF MICROENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT IN SRI LANKA 

Although USAID/Sri Lanka has not had a separate project for microenterprises, many of its 
projects contribute to the development of the microenterprise sector. These include the PVO (private
voluntary organization) Co-financing Project, the Mahaweli Enterprise Development Project, the Agro-
Enterprise Project (AgEnt), the Mahaweli Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) Project, and the 
Technology Initiative for the Private Sector Project. USAID/Sri Lanka has a track re ord in
microenterprise support, a field presence, and a policy of support for nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs). This is a comparative advantage that the Mission can build on. 

The range of sophistication of microenterprises within the USAID definition is very wide. At 
the low end are occasional or periodic income-generating activities by one person based in the household. 
At the other end are enterprises that employ nonfamily labor, are growth-oriented, and are partially
integrated into the economic mainstream. In Sri Lanka the vast majority of microenterprises are 
concentrated at the low end. 

The Government of Sri Lanka does not have an official single definition of a microenterprise.
Many agencies consider a microenterprise as one employing up to five people, whereas a small enterprise
employs up to 25 people. Information and data on microenterprise and its significance to the Sri Lankan 
economy are fragmentary. It is hypothesized that 15 to 20 percent of total employment in Sri Lanka 
comes from the microenterprise sector. There are a minimum of 520,000 microenterprises in the 
country. 

Savings in rural areas are about three times the volume of lending in the same poor areas.
Women have a better loan repayment record than men, although traditionally women do not have the 
same access as men to financial services. An estimated 30 percent of households are considered in the 
poverty range with a monthly income of less than Rs 1,500 per month in 1992 rupees. More than 80 
percent of these households are in rural areas. 

Supplier credit is a significant source of financing for many microenterprises. A somewhat 
unusual aspect of the formal financial sector in Sri Lanka is the prominence of pawn departments in 
banks. The Regional Rural Development Banks have almost 70 percent of the total loan portfolio in 
pawning loans. This is an advantage for women since gold jewelry is the most common collateral used 
for pawn loans. 
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Women make up 39 percent of the total labor force. An estimated 21 percent of all households 
are headed by women. Of the female-headed households, 52 percent are dependent on income from 
children, 25 percent depend on self-employment, and 30 percent depend on food stamps under the 
government's antipoverty Janasaviya Program. Women are disproportionately represented in the smallest 
microbusiness sector. A vast majority of home-based businesses are run by women; women play a 
significant management role in family-run businesses 

The Government of Sri Lanka provides assistance through programs aimed at poverty alleviation, 
or assisting microenterprise Among others these include the Janasaviya Program, the Janasaviya Trust 
Fund, the National Youth Services Cooperative, the Small Scale Enterprise Development Division of the 
Ministry of Youth Affairs, Sports and Rural Development, and the Sanmurdhi Program. 

In addition to USAID, bilateral and multilateral donors have assisted programs administered 
through the Government of Sri Lanka and NGOs. The World Bank, NORAD (Norway), SIDA (Sweden), 
CIDA (Canada), the Netherlands, IFAD, GTZ (Germany), FINNIDA (Finland), ODA (Britain), JICA 
(Japan), and the Asian Development Bank contribute significant sums for microenterprise development. 
Representatives of other donor organizations confirmed that microenterprise would continue to be a 
priority area in future funding decisions. 

SOME FINDINGS 

General Lessons Learned 

Cost-effectiveness of enterprise-creating services can be enhanced through the use of subsector 
studies to identify high-growth-potential industries, identify the types o"interventions to be used, and 
encourage linkages within a commercial framework.' 

Program and project initiatives must identify the differentiating characteristics of the smallest 
microenterprises in contrast to the growth-oriented microenterprises because strategies to serve these 
distinct types will vary widely. 

Less than 3 percent of entrepreneurs in microenterprises have received bank loans. The formal 
financial system- are underdeveloped and unable to extend credit to significant numbers of these 
entrepreneurs. 

An inconsistent and sometimes contradictory policy environment has more of an impact on the 
microenterprise sector than on larger businesses, in many cases. Among the policy factors that appear 
to negatively impact microbusiness are exchange rate policy, forgiveness of government-sponsored loans 
during election years, import licensing restrictions, rebate procedures on the business turnover tax, and 
competition from the government in business development. 

'For a description of subsector analysis, see "A Subsector Approach to Small Enterprise Promotion and 
Research," by James J. Boomgard, Stephen P. Davies, Steven J. Haggblade, and Donald C. Mead, GEMINI 
Working Paper No. 10, January 1991. 
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Some legal and regulatory issues provide advantages and incentive for microbusinesses to remain 
unregistered. These include exemption from Termination of Employment Act, the Employee Provident 
Fund, and the Employee Trust Fund. 

Literacy is not a major barrier to microbusiness development because the literacy rate is more 
than 90 percent for both men and women in the under-45 age category. 

Lessons Learned by USAID 

USAID has learned many valuable lessons in the implementation of its microenterprise-related 
programming Among the lessons are the following. 

Credit 

" 	 Responsible disbursements of credit require building of institutional capacity to administer 
the program. Subsidized credit encourages recipients to be passive rather than active 
economic players, resulting in low loan recovery rates, crippling of participating financial 
institutions, and preventing development of self-sustaining financial services fo 
microenterprise. 

* 	 Loan guarantee schemes are subsidizing unsustainable participation of banks in the provision 
of a scale of financial services for which they are not suited. 

" 	 Recovery rates for credit are higher when emphasis is placed on meaningful savings 
mobilization prior to lending. 

" 	 The Mahaweli Enterprise Development Project savings and credit societies are providing
credit access to a specific target group and are not providing financial services at the 
community level. 

NGOs 

" 	 Rather than working directly in entrepreneurship, it is more cost-effective to use 
intermediaries such as NGOs and community organizers to encourage group participants to 
identify and develop their own business ideas for start-up. 

" 	A donor's agenda for credit volume and disbursement often exceeds the capacity of 
institutions such as NGOs. 

* 	 NGOs frequently have insufficient ,formation on their loan portfolio such as number of 
active borrowers, volume of loans -,ilstanding, and the quality of the loans. 

What Not to Do 

* 	 Involvement of business advisors in assisting entrepreneurs to apply for loans is very costly
because banks are not prepared to lend without their own appraisal. 
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* 	 Social empowerment and job creation, often through the formation of groups, are quite slow 
and must be initiated through the efforts of the participants with minimal outside guidance. 

What to Do 

* 	 Microenterprise entrepreneurs copy the activities of others and oversupply a limited market. 
Linking entrepreneurs to markets through larger commercial firms helps overcome this 
problem. 

* 	 Direct business assistance programs should be confined to enterprises with substantial growth 
potential. 

* 	 Using contractual arrangements to link microenterprises with larger commercial firms is 
more effective at building sustainable businesses than working through government or 
Provincial Councils. 

" 	 Subsector surveys are helpful to identify business opportunities, possible commercial 
linkages, and policy issues. Surveys usually precede the identification and involvement of 
enterprises making it difficult to recover their cost. 

* 	 Entrepreneurship training has a higher success rate in terms of business start-ups when it is 
focussed on specific job skills. Initial training and business start-up need continued follow
on support. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Sufficient Funding Option 

Options to be considered by USAID for any microenterprise initiative depend on the level of 
funding available. If sufficient funds are available to finance a separate microenterprise project, the 
following options should be considered. Although listed as discrete alternatives, these options can be 
combined in several ways. 

* 	 Establish and operate a microenterprise project to support practical investigations and 
advocacy concerning policy, legal, regulatory, and administrative constraints to 
microenterprise development; sponsor market research; and coordinate and disseminate 
information for NGOs working in microenterprise development. 

* 	 Assist the SANASA Movement to form a bank to extend additional financial services to 
those not adequately served by the existing formal banking sector. 

* 	 Assist the Janashakthi Movement to achieve a larger and more effective outreach program 
to rural women. 

4 Provide assistance to banks willing to develop supervisory and advisory linkages with NGOs 
involved in the provision of small-scale financial services. 
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0 Support the revitalization of the Regional Rural Development Banks so they can focus on 
making loans in the Rs 30,000 to Rs 300,000 range - a range that is not presently serviced 
by either the NGOs or the commercial banks. 

Insufficient Funding Option 

If incremental funding is all that is available, the strategy should be to add microenterprise 
components to existing projects, or to strengthen existing microenterprise outreach components. Existing 
or planned projects that would be appropriate for an expanded microenterprise focus include the Mahaweh 
Enterprise Development Project, the AgEnt project, the TIPS project, and the forthcoming CIPART 
project. 

General Guidelines 

Whichever options are chosen by USAID, they should be implemented according to the following 
general guidelines: 

Administrative 

" 	 USAID/Sri Lanka should adopt the same definition of microenterprise that is contained in 
USAID Policy Determination 17 (PD-17), of October 10, 1988. Because PD-17 is under 
revision, any revisions in the USAID/Sri Lanka definition should reflect this change as well. 

* USAID should seek to play a coordinating role with other donors active in microenterprise 
development. 

Government Policy 

* 	 USAID should encourage the government to stop granting broad loan forgiveness and 
refinancing loan schemes with subsidized interest rates. USAID of course should also 
abstain from committing the same errors. 

Appropriate Focus for Activities 

* 	 Microenterprise interventions should focus on growth sectors within the economy, not the 
declining sectors. 

* 	 Extension services for microenterprise should not be a large component in any program
initiatives because entrepreneurs are excellent emulators. The program should concentrate 
on identifying feasible markets and technologies, and encourage intermediary organizations 
to disseminate information. 
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* 	 USAID should focus on encouraging institutional development of intermediary organizations 
that, in turn, strengthen natural business relationships. Such organizations include financial 
institutions, business associations, and selected NGOs. 

* 	 A microenterprise initiative should examine ways in which the Rs 24 billion per year (almost 
double the combined total of loans and grants from official sources) of worker remittances 
can be used to assist the growth of a strong microenterprise sector. 

" 	 USAID should investigate how successful microenterprise entrepreneurs developed the skills 
necessary to run their existing business, and determine whether these methods can be 
strengthened. To be included in this investigation are apprenticeships, on-the-job training, 
and working in a family business. 

* 	 The financial sector needs to strengthen retail lending techniques to lower transactions costs 
in dealing with entrepreneurs in microbusiness. 

* 	 A recommended strategy for USAID is to provide assistance in identifying markets that 
microentreprises can penetrate, similar to the work now being done in AgFEnt. 

" 	 The USAID/Sri Lanka microenterprise strategy should pay particular attention to the 
constraints that prevent women from gaining equal access to development resources, and 
design project components that remedy the identified constraints. Any program initiative 
should pay attertion to educating women concerning rights and the law, and women's 
programs should include men so that cultural attitudes of males do not undermine women's 
participation. 
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SECTION ONE 

BACKGROUND TO MICROENTERPRISE INITIATIVE 

SRI LANKA SURVEY 

The Mission of the U.S. Agency for International Development in Sri Lanka contracted with the 
Growth and Equity through Microenterprise Investments and Institutions (GEMINI) Project to do a 
microenterprise development survey in Sri Lanka.' The survey team was to review and analyze the 
microenterprise sector in Sri Lanka and prepare a report outlining possible microenterprise programming
options.2 The team talked with a wide variety of development practitioners. The goal of this team was 
to identify options that can incorporate the themes outlined in the USAID Microenterprise Initiative while 
supporting the strategic objectives of the Mission (see Annex B). 

The survey team studied those programs that include activities targeting microenterprises or that 
affect the policy environment for microenterprise development. The team identified programming areas 
where USAID/Colombo has comparative advantage, and potential platforms upon which to build or 
expand programs supporting the Microenterprise Initiative. The consultants were mindful that 
USAID/Colombo is constrained by limited financial and staff resources. Options identified for future 
programming must include ways to use existing resources for maximum efficiency and impact. 

DEFINITION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF MICROENTERPRISES WORLDWIDE 

Defining Microenterprise 

Microenterprises are very small, informally organized, noaagricultural businesses. Many
microenterprises employ just one person, the owner-operator. Some microenterprises include unpaid
family workers, and others may have one or several hired employees. Although no single characteristic 
distinguishes microenterprises from small enterprises, USAID has adopted a threshold of 10 employees,
including the owner-operator and any family workers, as the upper bound for an enterprise to be 
considered "micro." 

USAID's Policy Determination also identifies the Microenterprise Initiative as aimed at businesses 
3run by, and employing, the poor. Beneficiaries are expected to be within the poorest 50 percent of the 

population, businesses owned by women, and businesses owned and operated by the poorest 20 percent
of the population. The USAID Policy Document states that ideally programs should be designed to seek 
out the very smallest enterprises. The USAID Administrator has pledged that one-half of all financial 

'GEMINI was inaugurated in 1988 and has experience in more than 40 countries. The piowram is administered 
by Development Alternatives, Inc. 

2The team comprised David Lucock, Wesley Weidemann, and Charitha Ratwatte of Development Alternatives, 
Inc., and Mahinda Gunasekera of USAID/Sri Lanka. 

3PD-17, dated October 10, 1988, on Microenterprise Development is currently being revised. I 
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support to microenterprises will go through poverty-lending programs or through poverty portions of 
mixed programs. USAID has traditionally used a loan size of $300 as a reference point in defining 
poverty lending. Among microenterprises, those with the greatest potential for expansion should be 
considered. 

There are distinct types of microenterprises along a continuum of economic sophistication. At 
the lowest level are economic activities that are done on an occasional basis that generate some income, 
but where it is debatable whether this should be considered an "enterprise." A woman who fabricates 
occasional brooms for her own household use from gathered raw materials might sell some extra brooms 
to neighbors. She may, or may not, be considered an entrepreneur. In the same neighborhood, another 
woman may regularly make brooms for sale as an income-generating activity. This woman clearly fits 
the profile of an entrepreneur with a microenterprise. At a sightly more sophisticated level the making 
of brooms may be a home-based family enterprise. In Sri Lanka the vast majority of microenterprises 
appear to fit the profile of the self-employed or family subsistence businesses. Most of these are home
based businesses. 

Included at the low end of the microenterprise sector are individuals who are the disguised 
unemployed. This includes individuals who are attempting to supplement meager family incomes with 
home-based income-generating activities. Women as owner-operators and employees comprise the 
majority of these enterprises. Also included are those who are actively seeking wage employment, but 
are self-employed until something better comes along. Survival, not business expansion, is the focus. 
These businesses exhibit little or zero economic growth. As a result of these factors there is a high 
turnover of businesses at the low end. 

At the upper end of the microenterprise continuum are the growth-oriented businesses. The major
shift in orientation appears to be when a business expands beyond the level of using only family labor. 
A very small minority of microenterprises are expansion-oriented. The growth-oriented enterprises 
expand quickly with annual growth of 40-80 percent not uncommon. The expanding enterprises are often 
characterized by the proprietor having had previous experience in a relatea business, fanily support, 
engineering or technical skills, a productive work force, and not being risk-averse. 

Subsistence-oriented and growth-oriented microenterprise entrepreneurs each require a different 
strategy and a different set of interventions. However, the need for credit is common to both, and both 
have difficulty finding a supplier of financial services. Banks are usually not structured to be able to 
provide satisfactory financial services to small survival-oriented entrepreneurs and their households. 
Financial institutions able to cost-effectively deliver services to small communities are needed. When 
such institutions are not available, intermediaries such as nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) are 
often used. Business development training is appropriate for expanding businesses but not appropriate 
for survival-oriented businesses. 

Importance of Microenterprises 

It is estimated that up to 80 percent of the third world population is underserved by social and 
economic services. Poverty alleviation and microenterprise development programs reach 4-20 percent 
of the targeted population at the most. Governmental and donor programs have been unsuccessful in 
reaching intended beneficiaries. This has led to a more market-oriented approach to aid with more 
attention paid to the environment surrounding microenterprises and to the strengthening of intermediaries 
able to develop and provide sustainable post-project services. A major need of microenterprise 
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entrepreneurs is financial services. As a result, project assistance focussing on this need has been able 
to reach large numbers of beneficiaries at relatively low cost. 

The provision of savings services able to reach the poor and the communities in which they live 
is of critical importance. Frequently the number of beneficiaries under savings programs is five times 
that of borrowing beneficiaries: many entrepreneurs are debt-averse due to their small equity base and 
the economic uncertainties of their lie,;. A savings programn allows such people to accumulate liquid
assets available for use during emergencies and offering positive rates of returns. Universally, data show 
that even very poor families are able to save 20-50 cents per week - significant amounts when measured 
against initial loan sizes of $25 to $50. Also of importance, is the positive relationship between the 
recovery rate of loans and the collection of savings from within the same community The volume of 
community savings, furthermore, usually exceeds the demand for lending when satisfactory savings 
services are provided. 

Commonly, microenterprises are responsible for around 30 percent of employment in an 
economy Tht majority of microenterprises, however, grow very little: about 70 percent show no growth
and these employ half of the microenterprise work force ' New starts are responsible for 80 percent of 
employment growth and more than 80 percent of new starts are one-person enterprises. 

Gender plays a part in this story of microenterprises. The use of enterprise profits for household 
needs, as frequently occurs with female proprietors, conflicts with the capital needs of a rapidly growing
business. Access to capital is the most frequently stated constraint to microenterprise development. For 
most microenterprises, the next largest problem relates to markets. The fastest-growing enterprises,
however, see raw material inputs as being an important economic constraint. 

Information from miccou-nterprise development projects in Bangladesh, the Philippines, and 
Indonesia indicates that project benefits can be high and can exceed the costs of providing services. 
Although employment can be generated at a relatively low investment cost, the income, or labor surplus,
tends to be little different from the manual wage rate. Daily income surpluses are usually $1.50-$2.50. 
Because of the low opportunity cost of labor associated with underemployment or unemployment,
however, this increase in income can lead to a substantial improvement in family incomes. 

Because banks are neither structured nor located to provide small-scale financial services outside 
urban areas, it has been necessary to provide these services through small financial institutions (SFIs) and 
NGOs. 5 Although the provision of financial services can have largc outreach and be sustainable, their
 
development requires a substantial investment in time. The Grameen Bank needed 10 years to prove its
 
viability; BancoSol in Bolivia needed almost twice 
 its anticipated time for start-up and commencement 
of operations; the BRI Units and the BKKs in Indonesia benefitted from project assistance received over 
10 ,ye..- This anount of time is necessary to ensure that all regulatory, commercial, and social linkages 
are fully tested and viable in a nondistortionary manner. 

The cost of self-help group development, to enable members to be eligible to receive services,
is unlikely to be less than S4 per group member. Job training programs usually exceed $200 per trainee 

4Much of this information is from GEMINI baseline surveys in Africa and work in Bolivia, the Philippines,
Bangladesh, and Indonesia. 

5Some banks are developing innovative ways to provide banking services; see the section below on Regional 

Rural Development Banks and their competition. 

http:1.50-$2.50
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and, with failures in start-ups and the inevitable death of many enterprises within three years, will be 
more than double this amount per surviving entrepreneur. Additional business investment cost per job 
created will commonly be $130-$1,000. If training is not focussed on specific job needs, its cost, plus 
business investment costs, will mean that resultant * sinesses are not fe-sible financially. 

Cost-effectiveness of enterprise-creating services can be enhanced through the use of subsector 
studies to identify high-growth-potential industries, identify the types of interventions to be used, and 
encourage their linkages within a commercial framework.6 Needed services can then be identified and 
correctly costed so that, as far as possible, they are recoverable from the consuiers. The high rates of 
return feasible from microenterprise activities make cost recovery a realistic goal if the services are of 
a satisfactory standard. 

Measuring the impact of microenterprise development activities is difficult. Many households 
are involved in more than one economic activity and often have multiple sources and uses of funds 
generated and used in both bsiness and personal activities. This makes it very difficult to separate out 
the costs and benefits of each activity. The lack or paucity of appropriate records further complicates 
this problem. The occurrence of spillover benefits nf projects on unintended beneficiaries, particularly 
at the village level, further contaminates the statistical integrity of a control group against which project 
benefits can be measured and compared. 

The effect of projects on the intermediaries lelivering services to microenterprises needs to be 
measured carefully; there are many instances of intermediaries being socially or financially destroyed 
through project participation. 

Intervention Focus 

Experience in microenterprise programs indicates that they should expand opportunities by: 

" 	 Increasing access by the poor, especially women, to credit and savings services provided by 
a variety of sustainable financial service institutions; 

* 	 Providing innovative nonfinancial assistance in a cost-effective manner for technicai and 
management training, and marketing and technology development; 

" 	 Strengthening the capacity of local organizations, such as NGOs and associations, to have 
a voice in the policy process affecting microenterprise development at the national and local 
level; and 

• 	 Fostering an enabling environment for microenterprise through institutional and economic 
policy change. 

Interventions need to embody the themes of achieving greater outreach and significant scale, 
financial viability of financial services, cost-effectiveness of nonfinancial services, local institutional 
development and long-term viability, and inclusion of women and the very poor. These themes were 

6For a description of subsector analysis, see "A Subsector Approach to Small Enterprise Promotion and 
Research," by James J. Boomgard, Stephen P. Davies, Steven J. Haggblade, and Donald C. Mead, GEMINI 
Working Paper No. 10, January 1991. 

9
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used as guidelines by tl - survey team in identifying and recommendi ;g microenterprise interventions by 
the Mission. 

K
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SECTION TWO 

MICROENTERPRISE IN SRI LANKA 

DESCRIPTION OF MICROENTERPRISES 

Definition of Microenterprise 

The Government of Sri Lanka does not have an official single definition of a microenterprise. 
Many agencies consider a microenterprise as one employing up to 5 people whereas a small enterprise
employs up to 25 people. For microenterprise, this definition is too restrictive; many of the growth
oriented microenterprises would be excluded and it is these that are some of the best clients for assistance. 
Furthermore, USAID is revising its system of monitoring microenterprise activities, and the team 
recommends that the Mission follow USAID's revised definition to provide a better measure of the 
Mission's support of microenterprise in Sri Lanka. 

Employment Trends in Sri Lanka, 1990-1993 

A survey in 1986 indicated that 67 percent of total employment was in the unorganized private 
sector, 9 percent in the organized private sector, and 24 percent in government and Statutory Boards.7 

By the fourth quarter of 1993, the public sector was employing 16 percent of the employed work force 
compared with 22 percent in 1990 (see Table 1). 

The private sector was entirely responsible for the growth in employment from 1990 to 1993.8 
The bulk of this growth was in the increase in employers (up 92 percent) and the increase in employees 
(up 38 percent). The average number of employees in private businesses has declined from 23 in 1990 
to 16 in 1993. This means the new employers averaged 9 employees. With the inclusion of 1.5 million 
self-employed, which includes farmers, the majority of businesses are in the micro and small categories. 

Number of Microenterprises 

Except for data on industries no official statistics are available concerning the number of 
microenterprises, their impact on employment, and their contribution to GDP. 

7"Finance and Socio-Economic Survey 1986/87," Department of Census and Statistics. 

8"Labor Force Survey," Third Quarters, 1990 and 1993, Department of Census and Statistics. 
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Employment In Sri Lanka: 1990 to 1993 
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3.8% 

143,973 
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839.494 
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14 781.20 
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272295 
225.425 

1,623,999 
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1.224,310 

178,650 
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Within the industrial sector, firms employing nine or less workers provide 4 percent of total 
employment and 1.4 percent of value added. 9 The addition of firms employing up to 24 workers brings
the respective totals to 8 percent and 3.5 percent. Compared with the industry average of Rs 100,613,
the value added per worker averages Rs 33,948 for the 9-person category and Rs 29,080 for the 10-to-24
worker category. These figures, however, exclude household/cottage industries and the service sector. 

A survey in the Kurunegala District indicated that 37 percent of sample firms employed up to 4 
employees while a further 46 percent of firms employed 5-24 workers.' 06 This suggests that 
microenterprises provide about 15 to 20 percent of total employment in Sri Lanka. 

A survey of household activities in 1984/85 showed that there were 341,069 nonagricultural own
account entrepreneurs." These employed 165,502 unpaid family workers to average 1.5 workers (full
to part-time) per enterprise. There has undoubtedly been a growth in these numbers since 1985 because 
of the activities of NGOs and the SANASA Movement (a credit union federation), especially since 1991. 
Within the SANASA Movement alone, 78,200 nonagricultural microenterprises (18 percent of the loan 
portfolio) are active borrowers. Given that 15 percent of all households are Thrift and Credit Cooperative
Societies (TCCS) members, it is hypothesized that there are at least 520,000 microenterprises in Sri 
Lanka 

Relationship to Poverty Alleviation 

The majority of NGO programs involved in microenterprise development are in this field because 
of their concern for the very poor. These are usually those with household incomes not exceeding Rs 
1,500 per month in 1992 rupees. It is estimated that up to 30 percent of households are in this category.
This classification, however, includes only the poorest. A survey in 1986 showed that 51 percent of 
households had incomes of less than Rs 1,000 (Rs 2,100 in 1992 rupees) per month.' 2 This grouping
comprised the poor and near-poor. At a household size of five persons this corresponded to Rs 200 per
capita per month, which was almo3t equal to the Rs 202.5 expenditure then required for a minimum level 
of food intake.' 3 

The Food Stamp Program (FSP) begun in 1979 targeted 1.55 million poor households able to 
fund 60 percent or less of their needed caloric food intake. The monthly income ceiling of Rs 300 per
household (equivalent to Rs 700 in 1986 and Rs 1,500 in 1992) covered 50 percent of all households. 

9"Survey of Industrial Production: 1990," Department of Census and Statistics. 

'0W.D. Lakshman et al., "Small and Medium Industry in an Intermediate City - ACase Study of Kurunegala
in Sri Lanka," University of Colombo, 1994. 

""Survey of Household Economic Activities 1984/85," Department of Statistics and Census. 

2'"Survey of Demographic and Social Aspects," Department of Census and Statistics, 1986/87. The proportion
of poor households coincides with the suggested target of the poorest 50 percent as contained in the conference 
report accompanying PD-17. 

13As calculated by Dr. A.G.W. Nanayakkara, Director, Department of Census and Statistics, Premaratne. 
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The Household Income and Expenditure Survey in 1990/91 showed that, although average 
household monthly income was Rs 3,549, the lowest 50 percent of households had less than Rs 2,954 in 
income. This level was a 2 1.1percent share of total income. The share for the lowest 40 percent is only 
9 percent. The survey also showed that about 25 percent of households had incormes, in 1986 values, 
of Rs 1,000 or less. 

These figures indicate that the percentage of the population classified as very poor has declined 
from 50 percent of households in 1979 to less than 30 percent of households in 1991. Although there 
has been such a decline, the income share of the lowest 50 percent of households has changed very little: 
from 20.7 percent of total income in 1985/86 to 21.2 percent in 1990/91. The target population of poor 
and near-poor for this study is the 50 percent of poorer households. In 1995, this is estimated at 1.7 
miilion households out of the 3.4 million households in Sri Lanka. 

Of the total of 1.6 million poor and near-poor households in 1986, 1.3 million (82 percent) were 
found in rural areas. There were 0.2 million poor households in urban areas and a firther 0.07 million 
in estates. Comparable data for 1990/91 are not available. 

There are districts where the share of total income by the lowest 40 percent of households is 
significantly below the national average of 9 percent. These are Matara (7.88 percent), Hambantota (6.05 
percent), Anuradhapura (8.24 percent), Monaragala (8.17 percent), and Kegalle (7.11 percent). 

CONSTRAINTS FACED BY MICROENTERPRISES 

Financial Constraints 

Credit 

The majority of microenterprise entrepreneurs have been not been able to access the banking 
system as borrowers, and attempts to provide credits to targeted producers have not been successful. A 
TCCS survey showed that only 20 percent of TCCS borrowers had ever taken loans from commercial 
banks, 10 percent had been refused loans, and 70 percent had never applied. This latter percentage 
increased to 84 percent for those with monthly household incomes of less than Rs 3,000. The Central 
Bank's New Comprehensive Rural Credit Scheme reached less than 3 percent of farmers. Because 
nonagricultural activities have received less of the.. financing from banks than has the agricultural sector, 
then less than 3 percent of microenterprise entrepreneurs have received bank loans. The number of small 
loan-, funded through the TCCS (annually 434,000) and Janashakthi Bank, Sangam (total 34,000) are 
indicative of the demand for loans. 

Loan recovery rates of targeted credits have frequently been less than 70 percent and this coupled 
with high administrative costs and fixed rates on loans has resulted in losses and damage to participating 
financial institutions. 

One of the most common methods for a microenterprise to receive credit is through supplier 
credit. Suppliers have long established business and personal relationships with some of the 
microenterprises that they are working with. Suppliers know market conditions, are familiar with the 
competitive environment, and know the character of the entrepreneur they are dealing with. These 
suppliers often provide raw materials for use as inputs or final products to be offered for sale to selected 
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microenterprise customers on consignment, or with delayed payment. The team found metal workers,
shoemakers, jewelers, ayurvedic medicine manufacturers, and others who were both receiving and 
extending supplier credit. 

However, in Sri Lanka. microenterprises apparently have not established as close workinga 
relationship to larger businesses is commonas in other countries. Larger businesses have established 
lending relationships to formal financial institutions and may be able to expand their business by
extending their credit lines. Part of this business expansion could be to extend terms to the 
microenterprises they are working with, either as suppliers or as distributors. However it appears that 
most of the direct suppliers to microenterprise entrepreneurs are very small themselves, and have limited 
access to additional lines of credit through formal financial institutions. Therefore the potential to 
increase the effective credit to microenterprise entrepreneurs by encouraging the development of existing
supplier business linkages via formal financial institutions is limited. 

In certain circumstances a postdated check is used as collateral, even though a postdated check 
is not legally recognized. The survey team found that in some circumstances, postdated checks are used 
by banks as informal collateral. If a business owner with a strong banking relationship brings a postdated
check, the bank will sometimes advance as much as 70 percent of the face value of the check to the 
business owner. 

Savings Mobilization 

There is a very strong demand for savings facilities in rural areas and among the poor. Rural 
savings are about three times the volume of lending (see Table 2). At the macro level there is no need 
to provide an external supply of funds for rural lending. Savings, however, tend to be seen as a source 
of funcds rather than as a service to be de-,eloped for the poor and microenterprise entrepreneurs. 

Within the Janashakthi Movement, total savings of the poor is two times the volume of credit. 
Savings within the TCCS are close to or exceed the total of loans disbursed. Unfortunately, many poor
households do not have access to conveniently located savings services. Although they may have a 
savings account with a bank, it is a token deposit only and largely inactive. Most of their assets are in 
commodities or money stored in the house. These people are deprived of the advantage of holding
inflation-proof liquid assets and, because of illiquidity, are often forced to borrow for emergencies. 

Linkages between savings and credit are weak. The institutions with the largest amount of rural 
savings, the banks and the Cooperative Rural Banks (CRBs), are not so active in rural lending. This 
means that the positive effects of savings on improved loan recovery are being underutilized. 

Financial Institutions 

The formal financial system is relatively remote from the microenterprise sector in Sri Lanka. 
In many countries, microenterprise entrepreneurs maintain savings accounts and checking accounts in 
formal financial institutions, although it is unusual to have a lending relationship. In Sri Lanka there is 

/D
 



Table 2 

Deposits and Advances - Rural Sector 1988-1993 

Rs. millions 
Year CRBs BoC:ASCs RRDBs TCCSs Total 

Loans Deposits Loans ] Deposits Loans Deposits Loans Deposits Loans Deposits
1988 138.3 1,908.4 11.11 180.4 112.8 103.5 413.3 388.0 675.5 2,580.3
1989 238.7 2,211.9 225 203.9 135.0 159.6 416.0 418.0 812.2 2,993.4 
1990 434.7 2,497.3 24.6 196.5 429.8 313.9 449.0 491.2 1,338.1 3,498.9
1991 583.7 3,448 5 208 8 220.1 595.4 437.5 637.0 622.1 2,024 9 4,728.2
1992 559.6 4,333.1 134.2 287.3 703.2 666.6 715.1 696.8 2,112.1 5,983.7
1993 5389 5,196.7 233.3 366.6 966.4 1,099.4 1,086.0 1,415.5 2,824.6 8,078.2Shares" 1988 20% 74% 2% 7% 17% 4% 61% 15% 100% 100%

Shares: 1993 19% 64% 8% 5% 34% 14% 38% 18% 

Annual Report Central Bank of Sri Lanka 
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some debate about the number of microenterprise entrepreneurs who maintain savings accounts in a
formal financial institution. However there is no disagreement that it is very unusual for such an 
entrepreneur to have a checking account. The increase in sophistication for an entrepreneur from a 
simple savings relationship to a checking relationship is large. The step from a checking relationship to 
a lending relationship is even larger. In Sri Lanka the gap from the average microenterprise to a lending
relationship with a formal financial institution appears to be larger than for most other countries in a 
similar income category. 

The problem in the supply of small-scale financial services is customer access rather than the 
availability of funds. A substantial amount of the World Bank funding of $30 million for the Janasaviya
Trust Fund (JTF) credit line is unused. The problem of access lies in the relatively high transaction costs
incurred by small savers and borrowers and in the relatively high administrative costs of formal financial 
institutions being coerced into the supply of such services. The banking hours, 09:30 am to 2:30 pm,
also do not suit many microenterprise entrepreneurs. 

At least 140 NGOs, including SANASA and Janashakthi, have moved into supplying the smaller 
scale of financial services at a level where banks almost never operate. The banks, on the other hand,
have been coerced, through special credit and loan guarantee schemes, to move down-scale in the supply
of services. The ability of the NGOs to move upscale is constrained by a general lack of professional
competence and by financial regulatory issues. The banks, which were constrained by targeted low 
interest rates are still constcained by a general public perception that rates should not rise substantially.
Consequently there is very little small-scale lending done by the banks and what exists is really for public
relations purposes. Banks need more flexibility in their pricing of services to allow them to develop and 
compete in their own niche markets. 

There are signs of more flexibility in pricing and of the banks moving toward finding and 
developing their market niches through a more innovative supply of financial services. This needs 
encouragement. The government can support this by not refinancing loan schemes with cheap interest 
rates and by not forgiving loans. 

The poor supply of services in the past was caused by trying to use, with a degree of force,
institutions and organizations that were inappropriate for the sustainable supply of small-scale financial 
services and not allowing these institutions to price their services to ensure balanced and sustainable 
growth. As a result the rural financial market is operating well below its potential. 4 

Nonfinancial Constraints 

The team found a wide variety of constraints to the development of microenterprise. Following
is a brief discussion of some of those mentioned by respondents, or the constraints were discussed in 
previous reports or studies on microenierprises in Sri Lanka. The list is far from comprehensive, and
the emphasis is on areas where USAID might be expected to have a comparative advantage because of 
program history and USAID strategies. 

4Economic and social activity and income per capita in rural areas are similar inIndonesia, where the volume
of financial services per capita is more than twice that of rural Sri Lanka. / 

1
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Foreign Exchange Policy 

Foreign exchange policy appears to support overvaluation of the rupee. Private economists argue 
that the rupee is overvalued by about 40 percent against the dollar, and about 90 percent against the 
Indian rupee." The impact of an artificially high exchange rate makes imports cheaper and exports 
more expensive. This combination discourages domestic economic activity. Microenterprises are 
subjected to competition from artificially cheap imports on items that could easily and cheaply be 
produced in Sri Lanka. A survey of microenterprises found that 9 percent of respondents listed 
compctition from imports as one of the most severe difficulties faced by the enterprise." 

Subsidies and price controls cover selected agricultural commodities and food items. Wherever 
this happens price relationships are distorted and enterprise behavior is influenced. Distortion of price 
relationships may render business enterprise unprofitable in these commodity groups. Such enterprise 
areas include fertilizer distribution, bread baking, and rice marketing. These are all areas where 
microenterprise might otherwise be expected to play a significant role. 

Loan Forgiveness 

Forgiveness of unpaid loans from government-controlled banks undermines the financial discipline 
of the borrowers. This in turn undermines the viability of financial institutions, and financial institutions 
are hindered in any attempt to develop products and coverage to service the types of borrowers who have 
just had their loans forgiven. Although individual microenterprise entrepreneurs might initially benefit 
from not being required to repay an outstanding loan, microenterprise entrepreneurs as a whole would 
suffer. This is because these entrepreneurs are usually marginal borrowers, and the vast majority have 
never had access to bank credit. Thus, by the government action of forgiveness, the financial discipline 
is reduced and financial institutions are less likely to extend services at the margins. This directly impacts 
the access of microenterprise entrepreneurs to future credit. 

Import Regulations 

Import regulations sometimes inadvertently give preference to foreign imports at the expense of 
local production. An example is provided by importation of subsidized skim milk powder from New 
Zealand and the European Union. Present import duties on milk powder are 20 percent. Dairy industry 
sources indicate the effective subsidy rate on New Zealand imports is 50 percent and the subsidy on 
European Union (EU) imports is 35 percent. In addition it is estimated that the Sri Lankan rupee is 
overvalued by as much as 40 percent, thus providing additional incentives to import rather than produce 
dairy products locally. 

Because of the combination of these circumstances, the prices of dairy products are probably 
below world market prices. Although Sri Lanka cannot be expected to develop an export-oriented dairy 

15A January 1995 study of exchange rates by Econsult. Sri Lanka, concluded that since 1989 the Sri Lankan 
rupee has become significantly overvalued in relation to the currencies of competitor and trading partner countries. 
This overvaluation has become particularly acute since the beginning of 1995 when the exchange rate was employed 
as an anti-inflation tool before the elections. 

16W.D. Lakshman, Self Employment Within a Framework of StructuralAdjustment: A Study in the Light of 
SocialMobilizationProgrammeExperiences in the MararaDistrict,Sri Lanka, SLAE-SIDA Research Project, 1994. 
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industry, a significant domestic industry is being damaged by subsidized imports. This is a
microenterprise and gender issue because the domestic dairy industry is dominated by microenterprises,
and livestock are usually a female-run enterprise. Offsetting import duties would raise market prices to 
a point where the domestic industry could survive. 

Other Government Policies 

Government policies change rather quickly to suit the political climate when elections are near.
This creates uncertainty, thus inhibiting private sector activity and investment. All private enterprise is 
subject to this uncertainty, not just microenterprise. 

Business Turnover Tax (BTT) is charged in the formal sector on total sales of firms with a 
turnover exceeding Rs 100,000 per year. Rebates are givn for taxes paid on purchase of raw materials 
and intermediate products. However microenterprises often do not have the accounting and financial
skills to file for the rebate. In addition, businesses must be formally registered to receive a rebate. The 
large majoritv of microenterprises are unregistered and not eligible to receive rebates. As a result some 
microenterprise entrepreneurs pay an unnecessarily high price foi inputs. 

Foreign investors are sometimes given duty free import privileges to invest in Sri Lanka. In the 
past, a Singapore-based company, entered the animal feed market, and for a while was able to import
rough grains, protein concentrate, and pharmaceuticals duty free whereas Sri Lankan firms in the same
business had to pay import duties. This regulation has now been changed, but while it was in effect it
discouraged the entry of indigenous businesses into feed milling, mixing, and distribution. Typically the
feed industry is made up of a large number of small family-run businesses with village hammer mills for
grinding and mixing feeds. In addition the distributors for the larger feed companies are typically small
village outlets. Thus, even though the feed industry may be dominated by a few large producers, the vast 
majority of businesses involved in mixing and retailing feed are microenterprises. In this case, giving
preference to investment by a foreign company hindered the development of indigenous microbusiness. 

Import and licensing restrictions are discriminatory against microenterprise. Only larger
businesses have the financial and political resources to obtain import licenses for raw materials and 
intermediate products. Small businesses are forced to buy from the importer who extracts economic rent
in the pricing of the materials and products for sale to small businesses. If the importer instead decides 
to enter the business, he is able to undercut the small-scale entrepreneur. For example, to import grains
for poultry feed an entrepreneur must obtain a license. A small business does not have access to letters
of credit, and cannot afford to purchase in container-load quantities. Thus, the small business owner must
buy from the importer who charges high prices to absorb most of the profit that would otherwise accrue 
to the poultry farmer. 

Many government-mandated programs do not apply to the smallest microenterprise. The
Termination of Employment Act and the Employee Provident Fund & Employee Trust Fund are
examples. The Termination of Employment Act applies only to larger firms and directs that an employer
must get permission from the Labour Commissioner to release an employee. This discourages hiring and 
encourages the use of outsourcing or subcontracting. Realistically this Act is often dealt with by bribing
a worker in the government to misplace the file. There are a series of legal and regulatory barriers such 
as those just cited that come into force as soon as a microenterprise officially registers or attains a
predetermined size. This discourages growth-oriented firmN from registering, and also then disqualifies
the unregistered firms from receiving certain types of assistance, or receiving bank loans. 
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Government often competes with the private sector. For example, the government operates an 
Ayurvedic Department, and has a parastatal that imports ayurvedic herbs and medicines from India. One 
of the areas where microenterprise clearly is dominant is in the gathering, production, processing, and 
distribution of ayurvedic herbs and medicine. 

Underdeveloped Infrastructure 

Underdeveloped infrastructure discriminates against microenterprise. Larger businesses are able 
to buy their way out of infrastructure constraints by getting their own trucks to remedy transportation 
problems, buying cellular phones to remedy communications problems, or using political influence to 
persuade government to provide needed infrastructure that would benefit the large firm. These are 
normally not options open to the microenterprise. Thus, underinvestment in infrastructure results in 
discrimination against the small business sector. Infrastructure investment as a share of GDP (3.6 
pcrcent) in Sri Lanka is Ielow the average range for other low income countries. 7 Inadequate 
telecommunications and poor road capacity were mentioned as part of the six most significant constraints 
by firms interviewed under the private sector assessment of the World Bank. 

Other 

In addition to those constraints mentioned above, a myriad of constraints are being addressed in 
some measure by a number of NGOs, projects, and other donors. Included are inadequate market 
identification, unavailability of raw materials at crucial times, rudimentary technical skills, lack of quality 
awareness in production, undeveloped markets, lack of grades and standards, undeveloped management 
and bookkeeping skills, and many more. Some of these constraints are dealt with elsewhere in the text, 
and some are left for future investigation. 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

State and Commercial Banks 

Banks and their branches are located at the city and District levels. There are some mobile units 
that reach the Divisional and, infrequently, village levels. Their location leads to two major problems. 
First, by not being located in fmaller communities, it is difficult and costly for banks to obtain adequate 
information about their customers. Their intended customers, meanwhile, see the banks as outsiders 
rather than as a part of their community. This makes it difficult to build up a mutual and lasting 
relationship. 

Second, by virtue of their distance from the community coupled with high infrastructure costs, 
banks have administrative costs that prohibit an involvement in small financial transactions (see Table 3). 
At the same time, their customers incur high transactions costs in travelling to a bank for loan repayments 

17"Priva:e Sector Assessment," World Bank, p. 42, as referenced in Sri Lanka: Employment Promotion and 

the Development of Microand Small Enterprises, International Labour Organization, South Asian Multidisciplinary 
Advisory Team, October 1994. 
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Table 3 

Estimated Lending Costs: 

A. Business Center/Bank Lendinq: 
Basics: 

RS:$US 
Loan size 
Loan administration 1/. 

50 
$721 
$85 

Rs 
36,035 

Reserve ratio 15.0%0 
Loans as % total assets 90.0% 
Term deposit rate 14.0% 

Lending charges 
Cost of funds 
Administration 

18.30% 
11.840% 

Loan loss 4.00% 

Interest recovery rate 
Required charge out on lending: 

34.14%,/ 
95.0% 

35.94% 

1/. Loan administration expenses:
Center salary: Loan preparation 
Bank salary: loan approvai 
Application review travel 
Materials 
Sundry 

2.0 days @ 
1.5 days @ 
20 km @ 

$4.00 
1.00% of loan 

1,074 
939 
7.50 

._S 
2,148 
1,409 

150 
200 
360 

4,267
N,B. 	 Center salary rate is Rs19,000 per month, 13 months per year, 230 work days

Bank salary rate is Rs12,000 per month, 15 months per year, 230 work days, & 20% overheaci 

B. 	Sanasa Unit Lendinq 
Basics: 

RS:$US 	 50 Rs 
Loan size 	 $250 12,500
Loan administration 2/. $16 
Reserve ratio 0.0% 
Loans as % total assets 90.0% 
Term depost rate 14.006 

Lending charges 
Cost of funds 15.56%
Administration 6.55% 
Loan loss 2.00% 

24.11%Interest recovery rate 97.0% 
Required charge out on lending: 24.86% 

2/. Loan administration expenses (wih full cost recovery): Rs 
Unit sa'ary 1.75 days @ 200 349 
Review :ravel 1 km @ 7.50 8Matenais $3.00 150 
Sundry (including District supervision) 2.50% of loan 313 

819
N.B. 	 Salary rate is Rs2,500 per month, 12 months per year, 230 work days 

(0
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and savings deposits. Although banks have participated in small credit schemes, this has been a token 
gesture for public relations purposes rather than -"ous attempt at fulfilling market needs. 

In 1985, 48 percent of lending was r" 
through moneylenders and other informal suppi,,: 

. s and cooperatives whereas 52 percent was 
,nagricultural purposes, the respective figures 

were 41 percent and 59 percent. 

Regional Rural Development Banks 

Regional Rural Development Banks were established to extend the reach of the fcrmal financial 
system. There are now 17 Regional Rural Development Banks with 169 branches. Structurally, the 
Regional Rural Development Banks operate at the District and Divisional levels - one level lower than 
the commercial banks. The Regional Rural Development Banks, which disbursed 34 percent of rural 
advances in 1993, are now encumbered with poor loan recovery rates on their portfolio of government
sponsored credits. Latest data for 1994 show a loan portfolio of only 54 percent of total assets. The loan 
portfolio of Rs 1,389 million and 228,930 borrowers included Rs 966 million and 156,760 borrowers 
with pawning loans. These figures indicate the Banks are not achieving their original purpose. 

Market opportunities for the Regional Rural Development Banks exist but there is growing
competition for the market. In the formal financial market there are the recent innovations by Hatton 
National Bank (HNB) with its mobile units and the People's Bank with its Village Groups program. The 
less formal market is increasingly being supplied by the TCCS movement and the entry of many NGOs. 
The problem for the Regional Rural Development Banks is to determine and develop their own market 
niche within a changing environment. 

The reach of the Regional Rural Development Banks to the Divisional level would seem to enable 
linkages with village-level services supplied by the Banks or in conjunction with a community-oriented
SFI such as SANASA Janashakthi. However, the ideological gap between the Regional Rural 
Development Banks and the NGOs (which consists of differences of opinion over lending criteria) and 
the Banks' regulations effectively prevent the development of this type of relationship. 

The average size of loan outstanding at the end of 1993 was Rs 6,682. Even by charging interest 
rates on loans of up to 26 percent (as mandated), it is doubtful that the Regional Rural Development 
Banks could fully recover their operational costs. Small loans are probably better disbursed by 
cooperatives, societies, and NGOs. 

Cooperative Rural Banks 

CRBs are operated by multipurpose cooperative societies (MPCSs). Banking supervisory services 
have been provided by the People's Bank. The financial and nonfinancial activities and the management
of the MPCSs and CRBs are frequently co-mingled. This makes accountability very difficult and affects 
the proficiency of management. Funds management and loan performance of the CRBs is poor. The 
recovery rate on loans is about 70 percent. Since 1991, loan disbursements nave declined 15 percent in 
real terms. Savings deposits rose 38 percent over the same period. Given the poor management of its 
loan portfolio and use of funds, however, the safety of these deposits should be of concern to regulatory 
authorities. 

/17
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Thrift and Credit Cooperative Societies 

In 1995, there are an estimated 8,500 TCCSs with a total of 800,000 members. Allowing for 
about half of TCCS households having two members, this means that more than 500.000 households, or 
15 percent of all households in Sri Lanka, are within the TCCS movement. Women comprise 50 percent
of total membership. Data for 1993 show Rs 1,086 million disbursed in loans to 434,000 borrowers at 
an average loan size of Rs 2,500. Savings and deposits were Rs 1,415 million in the same year. These 
lending and savings figures are, respectively, 38 percent and 18 percent of the formally serviced rural 
market 

Survey results from a sample of TCCS- indicated that half of member households were at a 
Central Bank designated poverty level with a monthly income level of Rs 2,100 or less.' 8 Overall 
average monthly household income was Rs 3,582. Household income rose an average 15.8 percent in 
real terms following the borrowing of an average of Rs 5,094 ($115 in 1992). Only 18 percent of 
borrowers reported negative or unchanged asset levels. Housing was the dominant use of the increase 
in wealth. Outside of increased employment within households, there was very little change in labor 
employment. 

In 1992, housing took up 35 percent of lending followed by agriculture at 33 percent, small 
industry and self-employment at 18 percent, and other uses at 15 percent. Interest rates on lending are 
commonly around 24 percent per annum; on savings, interest rates are 12-15 percent per annum. Interest 
rates on consumption loans are higher than on productive-use loans. Administrative costs are in the range 
of 2-8 percent. Loan recovery rates are frequently better than 95 percent. 

The major strength of the TCCSs is that they are usually an integral part of the community in 
which they are located. Social linkages are further strengthened by the use of community savings as the 
major source of loan funds. The costs of financial intermediation are minimized by using simple
procedures, parly voluntary labor, and minimal investment in fixed assets. This, in turn, enables the 
Societies to be very competitive in their interest rates on savings as well in their lending rates.as 

Some of the weaknesses are related to the apparent strengths. The community spirit surrounding
the TCCSs can mean that units are dragged into nonbanking activities. The use of voluntary labor often 
results in the poor management of operations and the autonomy of each TCCS can make it difficult to 
correct both personnel and managerial deficiencies. This problem is compounded by a general
inadequacy in financial and managerial reporting. The costs of providing necessary supervisory and 
advisory services are not costed into the operations of individual Societies and are presently being covered 
through .xternal donor funding. 

The TCCS movement has attracted many donors. There is no need to provide credit lines to 
increase the outreach of the movement. There is further scope for increased savings mobilization and 
this, coupled with pricing to enable the better retention of profits, should be sufficient for steady growth.
The provision of a long-term credit line, however, would improve the financial stability of the TCCSs. 
This could be supplied through the JTF, care would be needed to ensure that the amount provided does 
not act as a disincentive in the mobilization of community savings. 

18"A Study of the Federation of Thrift and Credit Cooperation in Sri Lanka (SANASA)," David Hulme and 
Richard Montgomery with Debapriya Bhattacharya, Working Paper No. 11, 1994, Manchester University. 
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Assistance is needed in financial recording and reporting and an improved supervisory system. 
The TCCSs need to price their services to allow them to pay for these costs. Donors need to be careful 
that in trying to improve tlie TCCS system they do not destroy the elements that make up its strengths. 

Nongovernmental Organizations 

Particularly over the last four years, NGOs have become more active in savings and credit 
activities. At first, NGO intervention was financed by gr',nt funds from donors and loan recovery was 
not satisfactory. Recently the perception that sustainability is important has gained force and NGOs are 
charging rates closer to the market. Donors also are frequently charging interest, although at low rates, 
on their funding and relating their support to the ability of NGOs to mobilize savings. Despite this, 
however, the supervision and training costs are largely subsidized by donor grants and the costs of these 
are not recovered from the end-users. This then gives the NGOs an unfair advantage over commercially 
oriented institutions and leaves an unserviced market when the NGOs eventually close down or move to 
another location. 

The NGOs are generally weak in their management of funds and in the management of their loan 
portfolios. Although they are experienced in borrower selection and loan disbursement, they have 
deficiencies in their management and recording systems for subsequent loan recovery. This places 
savings depositors at risk. 

The Presidential Commission on Finance and Banking had several recommendations for expanding 
credit to the poor." We have included these in Annex A along with the team's comments. 

GENDER ISSUES 

With population growth of 1.2 percent, life expectancy of 71.2 years, adult literacy of 89 percent, 
and recent GDP growth close to 7 percent per annum, Sri Lanka ranks fairly high on the United Nations 
development index. This lends credence to the general belief that there is very little overt socioeconomic 
gender discrimination. There are, however, some differences as described below. 

In 1994 according to a study by the Department of Census and Statistics, women made up 39 
percent of total labor force. The proportion ot women in the labor force is projected to increase to 46 
percent of the total labor force by 2006.0 

Literacy rates for both men and women in the productive work years is more than 90 percent. 
Literacy rates for females drop off dramatically in the 45-50 age category. 2 However this is not 
significant for program considerations for the microenterprise sector because any program targeted at this 
sector should be focussed on the younger and productive workers. 

19"Final Report of The Presidential Commission on Finance and Banking," December 31 1992. 

m"Population and Labor Force: Projections for Sri Lanka," Department of Census and Statistics. 

21"Household Income and Expenditure Survey 1990/91." 
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It is estimated that 21 percent of Sri Lankan households are female-headed.2' Of the female
headed households, 52 percent are dependent on income from children, 25 percent depend on self
empiLyment, and 30 percent depend on food stamps under the government's antipoverty Janasaviya
Program. Thus, 11-12 percent of all Sri Lanka households are female-headed with the woman as the 
major income earner, or dependent on the Janasaviya Program. 

Among female-headed households, 10 percent are single-member households and 34 percent are 
made up of 5 or more members. The latter figure is of some concern because it implies a high
dependency ratio among selected female-headed households. 

The proportion of female-headed households increases with age. Because of the life cycle, as the 
average age of women icreases they are more likely to be widowed, divorced, or separated. Therefore 
the probability that a household will be headed by a female increases to 35.9 percent of all households 
when the head is over age 65. Sevenity-one percent of female-headed households are headed by widows,
14 percent are currently married, i i percent are separated or divorced, and 4 percent are unmarried. 

Access to Financial Services 

Getting a loan from a formal financial institution is difficult for any entrepreneur.
Microenterprise entrepreneurs find the process is even more difficult, and women face particularly large
obstacles. Women also have difficulty getting equity capital or working capital for starting a business, 
even from family sources. Only 17 percent of the New comprehensive Rural Credit Scheme borrowers 
were women. 

C,Social customs sometimes stand in the way of women receiving credit. Formal credit and 
financial matter-, outside the household, are a male preserve. In addition is the fact that land and other 
forms of collateral needed for bank loans are commonly registered in the names of male household 
members. Women often receive bank loans only with the concurrence of male relatives. The husband 
or father is often required by bank officers to countersign a loan, even though this is not officially
required by bank policy. Bankers told the team that, in practice, if a woman were to apply for a business 
loan, the bank would ask for the husband's signature also. However, if a man were to apply for a loan,
the same banker said he would not necessarily require the wife to sign. Usually two guarantors are 
requ;red for every loan. Husbands were reported to be sometimes reluctant to countersign for their 
wives' loans, even though women are widely reported as being better credit risks than men. 

Women are generally viewed by bankers as being more conservative about incurring debt and take 
out smaller loans. When male members of a household are negligent in making loan repayments, it is 
the women members of households who face most of the social and institutional pressures and stigma 
associated with loan default. 

An unusual feature of the banking system in Sri Lanka is that formal sector banks have pawn
departments that accept gold jewelry as collateral. Almost 70 percent of the outstanding loan portfolio
of the Regional Rural Development Banks system is in pawned loans. In addition there are pawn shops 

22"National Household Survey," 1993, Department of Census and Statistics, Ministry of Finance, Planning,
Ethnic Affairs, and National Integration. The head of household is usually the principal breadwinner. However,
the head of household was the member designated as such by the other members of the household. In cases where 
the husband is absent because of desertion or work, the woman was counted as the head of household. 
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located throughout the country. Pawning is a fast and nonbureaucratic way for microenterprise 
entrepreneurs to get needed cash for business purposes. Women are more likely than men to have gold 
jewelry for its value or for ornamentation. Therefore the presence of widespread pawning in the country 
is an advantage for female entrepreneurs. 

The promotion of SFIs such as the TCCS and services through NGOs, which provide 
noncollateralized lending, is necessary to provide better services for women. Similarly, any improvement 
in savings services will be very beneficial for women. 

General Business Activities 

Because of child care and household responsibilities, rural women entrepreneurs are more likely 
to focus on home-based business activities. It was reported that participation in product supply and 
distribution and selling and marketing activities in rural areas is regarded as somewhat socially improper 
for women. However, that observation was hotly disputed by other observers in Colombo. In urban 
areas it is not uncommon to find women entrepreneurs woi king away from their house. 

Women are disproportionately represented in the microenterprise sector, and they are particularly 
likely to be in the lowest income category of microenterprise. A Mahaweli survey of 10,000 
microenterprises in 1992 showed that 75 percent of employees of microenterprises were women. Most 
inicroenterprises are family-run businesses and women play a critical and active economic role in these 
businesses. In addition some businesses are completely run by women. 

The vast majority of home-based enterprises or income-generating activities are run by women. 
The business is initially started as a home-based business and expands from there. Because of competing 
time demands of child care and other household responsibilities, women are less likely than men to 
expand their business beyond the level of the home. Female-run businesses are less likely to employ 
nonfamily labor. Aspects of the business that require absence from the home or going into the market 
place are likely to be carried out by other family members such as children, or the husband. 

From observation, it appears that, like other areas of the world, women in Sri Lanka are more 
likely to maintain a number of small income-generating activities instead of expanding an existing 
enterprise outside of the home. 

Employment 

A comparison of data over the period 1990 to 1993 (see Table 1 above) shows a small decline 
in the number of women unemployed.' The percentage unemployed is twice that of the male work 
force. The increase in employment has been entirely due to the private sector where the number of 
female employees grew at a faster rate than for male employees, and the number of women employers, 
as a percentage of employers, rose from 4 percent in 1990 to 18 percent in 1993. Because the number 
of economically active females changed very little (0.2 percent), the supply of labor for the private sector 
has come from unpaid family labor and unemployed groups. The layoffs in the public sector during this 
period were not gender-specific. These figures suggest that the government's policy of privatization and 
the innovations of SFIs and NGOs are having a positive impact on female employment. 

23"Labor Force Survey," Department of Census and Statistics, 1990 and 1993 Fourth Quarters. 

2/ 
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MISSION EXPERIENCE IN MICROENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT 

Recent Microenterprise Experience 

Although the Mission has not had a separate project for microenterprise, many of its projects have 
directly or indirectly contributed to the development of the microenterprise sector. The PVO Co
financing Project and Mahaweli Enterprise Development (MED) Project have had substantial involvement 
in microenterprises; the Agro-Enterprise Sector Development (AgEnt), Technology Initiative for the 
Private Sector (TIPS), and Mahaweli Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) Projects have had 
some involvement with the sector. 

Because the Mission's microenterprise experience has been contained within a number of projects
that were not designed expressly as microenterprise in nature, the viewpoint of microenterprise has been 
fragmented. The last microenterprise monitoring system (MEMS) data collection, May 1993, included 
six projects. The data showed that 17,322 microenterprise entrepreneurs (95 percent under SANASA)
had received loans under projects receiving USAID assistance and 14,950 microenterprise entrepreneurs 
had received technical assistance. 

Mahaweli Enterprise Development Project 24 

The MED project was started in 1990 with USAID support to provide assistance to the 
Employment, Investment & Enterprise Development (EIED) Division of the Mahaweli Authority in 
promoting and facilitating inward investment and in developing entrepreneurship and microenterprises.
The initial emphasis of MED was more on inward investment, particularly in the agribusiness sector, than 
on microenterprise development, although both approaches we~e supportcd. 

There has been a shift of EIED/MED emphasis to extension services for local entrepreneurship
and microenterprise development. In 1991-1992, rural business centers were opened in each Mahaweli 
system, and, by 1993, 12 centers had been set up. Although continuing to pursue all three aspects of its 
mission (inward investment, industrial estates, and local entrepreneur development), the opening of the 
centers marked a shifting of the primary emphasis of EIED to entrepreneurship and microenterprise
development. In most cases the opening of the centers was in fact the renaming of the existing EIED 
office; however, in doing so, it marked a reconceptualization of the function of the field office and a clear 
recognition that the most important role of the field staff was extension, rather than enforcement. With 
the emphasis on the small-scale sector and extension, the Business Centeis, with their daily interface with 
entrepreneurs in the field, became the key organizational units of EIED. 

Purpose of Business Centers 

!n terms of results, a center's main purpose is to assist entrepreneurs to start and improve their 
businesses to generate employment. In doing this, the centers also foster the development of participatory
associations of entrepreneurs. A secondary, complementary purpose is to provide assistance to nucleus 
farm-outgrower schemes. With the economies of the areas of the centers dominated by settler farmer 

2Abstracted from a report on "Rural Business Centers" by James Finucane, September 1994. 2 
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agricultural production and with most entrepreneurs members of farm families, this combining of 
microenterprise and outgrower scheme development activities occurs quite naturally. 

During the period that EIED maintained a strong emphasis on the promotion of inward 
investment, the centers tended to be the field service and support offices for the unit in Colombo, which 
was responsible for the mobilization of investors. As the emphasis has shifted to the development of local 
entrepreneurship in the areas, the main role of the head office unit in Colombo has shifted (or rather is 
shifting - this is a process) to one of supporting the operations of the centers. 

Clients 

The 	Business Center clients are mainly home and family-based self-employed individuals and 
microenterprises. In the Mahaweli areas, 75 percent of the nonfarm enterprises are self-employment 
units, and 22 percent are microenterprises employing no more than five people, including the 
entrepreneur. Most of the individuals engaged in these enterprises are family members and most of the 
enterprises (including those in the commercial areas) are located at or adjacent to their homes. 

Staffing and Technical Assistance 

A typical center is staffed by an EIED officer (Deputy or Assistant Manager), a MED Business 
Consultant, a secretary, and a messenger/general assistant. The EIED field officers normally have a 
professional background in investment promotion, training, entrepreneurship, and community 
development or agriculture and considerable experience in the public sector, including the Ministry of 
Agriculture itself. The Business Consultants (all Sri Lankans) have professional backgrounds in finance, 
accounting, or a technical field, and work experience in banks, accounting firms, private enterprises, or 
the Industrial Development Board. 

Staff time and Activities 

The professional staff are expected to spend roughly 50 percent of their time in the field making 
enterprise visits, meeting with bank officials, and in meetings of Savings and Credit Societies, 
entrepreneur associations, and other groups. 

Services 

Professional services: The menu of services of the centers has gradually become more limited. 
This increases efficiencies by concentrating on services that appear effective. The center staff currently 
provide the following professional services: 

" 	 Business identification, planning and problem solving; 

* 	 Credit facilitation (forming Savings and Credit Societies under the Societies Ordinance, 
forming other group credit ties under the Agrarian Services Act, assisting in direct access 
to banks, serving as field staff for MVCC); 

* 	 Market development; 
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" Technology identification and adoption; 

" Training (technical, financial, management); 

* Entrepreneur association development; 

" Outgrower program facilitation; and 

* Compliance with and understanding of official requirements (for example, for land). 

Support Services: The centers provide photocopy, fax, secretarial, courier, typing, telephone, 
and translation services to clients. 

AgEnt and TIPS 

AgEnt works with a range of private agro-businesses in developing new markets and technologies.
Most of the clients of AgEnt are small to medium-sized. The TIPS project works in the industrial and
manufacturing sectors. Both TIPS and AgEnt work with some microenterprises that employ less than 10
employees. In addition, AgEnt and TIPS clients have backward linkages with contract suppliers or 
outgrowers and raw material suppliers, the majority of whom are in the broad category of 
microenterprises. 

PVO Co-financing Project 

Phase I of this project started in 1979 with the objective of improving local development efforts 
to benefit the poor majority with subprojects to be implemented by U.S. and indigenous private voluntary
organizations (PVOs). The project is a mechanism to target assistance directly to the poor majority at
the local level who are prepared to join in collaborative efforts to help themselves. Phase II of the project
started in 1987 and the focus expanded to support private sector and enterprise development and the
strengthening of NGO management. This project, which is due to terminate in 1996, specifically targets
income generation, microenterprise, minority groups, and women. 

As of December 1994 the PVO Co-financing Project has committed more than $18 million anddisbursed more than $12 million in 55 grants and subprojects. Among tbe PVOs that have received 
assistance under the project are CARE and the AgroMart Outreach Foundation. Although a final
evaluation of this project is slated for later in 1995, some of the activities funded under the PVO Co
financing Project may be taken over by the CIPART project. 

AgroMart 

Agromart Outreach Foundation was created as an NGO by the Women's Chamber of Commerce
and Industry. . It has focussed its efforts on developing supplementary income, and developing
entrepreneurship for the poorest families in agroenterprise. The focus has been primarily, but not
exclusively, aimed at women. Over a four-year period 8,000 individuals (75 percent of whom are
female) have received entrepreneurship training. More than 70 percent of those receiving training went 
on to start their own business. Accompanying the entrepreneurship training is eligibility to participate
in a small loan program sponsored by the foundation with assistance from the Swedes. The maximum 
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size of loan that can be extended through this fund is Rs 15,000 ($800). Agromart has been attempting, 
without success, to mainstream women into lending relationships with formal financial institutions. 
AgroMart officers said: "In Sri Lanka it is hard for anyone to get credit from a bank, and it is almost 
impossible for a woman to get credit." 

CARE 

CARE implemented the Credit and Training for Ec, roic"Dcveh'pm..t in Sri Laika Project 
(CATER) starting in 1987 and ending in 1994. USAID provided funding for this initiative under the 
PVO Co-Financing Project. The goal of the project was to increase incomes of poverty-level members 
of multipurpose cooperative societies by establishing or expanding commercially viable income generating 
activities. Guaranteed credit was extended through the Cooperative Rural Bank branches of the 
multipurpose cooperative societies. Loans averaged Rs 7,500 with a maximum loan of Rs 10,000. More 
than 70 percent of the beneficiaries of this project were women. 

The CATER project provided valuable experience in a type of experimental lending for income
generating activities to the rural poor with no collateral. Repayment rates were high, but weaknesses 
were evident in the capabilities of the Cooperative Rural Banks to appraise loans and determine 
appropriate payback periods. Development professionals at CARE concluded that decentralized social 
development organizations have excellent client relations among the poor, but that the financial 
management capabilities of these organizations are weak. 

GOVERNMENTAL AND OTHER DONOR 4CTIVITIES 

In the late 1980s, with government policy shifting toward targeted poverty alleviation, special 
programs aimed at the poor were implemented. The government poverty alleviation program, the 
Janasaviya Program, administered by the Department for Janasaviya, assisted the poor to start up 
microenterprises. Large numbers of poor families accessed group savings and funding from the state 
banks to support microenterprise activity. 

The government received assistance from the IDA (World Bank), KFW (Germany), and the 
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) to operate the Janasaviya Trust Fund, a poverty 
alleviation project. It is an apex organization providing credit and other services to the poor through 
NGO Partner Organizations to assist in their general development and the start-up of microenterprises. 

Another noteworthy organization is the Janashakthi Banku Sangam of the Hambantota Women's 
Development Federation. This organization is an example of a successful Partner Organization. Located 
in the southern region, this organization is made up of a head office and 52 Janashakthi banking units. 
The movement targets women in poor households. By the end of 1994, the Janashakthi Banks had 24,000 
members within 3,718 groups. A total of 38,316 loans totaling Rs 76.1 million had been disbursed. 
Average loan size was Rs 2,000. Of total assets of Rs 68 million, loans outstanding comprise Rs 45 
million, cash and bank deposits Rs 13 million, and fixed and other assets Rs 10 million. The major 
sources of funds are a JTF loan of Rs 43.6 million, savings deposits of Rs 9.5 million, and member 
shares, plus a contingency fund totalling Rs 14.9 million. 

Other government and semigovernment agencies, such as the National Youth Services Co
operative, MED, the Small Scale Enterprise Development Division of the Ministry of Youth Affairs, 
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Sports and Rural Development, the Industrial Development Board, and the Sri Lanka Business 
Development Center, are also active in microenterprise development and promotion activity. 

Although some of these programs are run solely with government funds, others receive donor 
support. Extensive donor support has gone into the Integrated Rural Development Programs of the 
Regional Development Division of the Ministry of Finance, Planning, Ethnic Affairs and National 
Integration. NORAD (Norway), SIDA (Sweden), the Netherlands, IFAD, GTZ (Germany), FINNIDA 
(Finland), ODA (Britain), JICA (Japan), and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) contribute significant 
sums for microenterprise development. 

Sarvodaya programs have received support from government and nongovernment sources. 
Donors also funded the nongovernment sector directly for microenterprise development programs. The 
SANASA Federation of TCCS has been assisted by CIDA (Canada) and the World Council of Credit 
Unions (WOCCU), among others. Sarvodaya sponsored the Sarvodaya Economic Enterprise
Development Service (SEEDS) and Regional Enterprise Development Services (REDS) programs. Many
other smaller NGOs have also received funding for similar activities. USAID supported efforts of the 
Hatton National Bank to assist the Gami Pubuduwa microenterprise promotion project. 

The government recently announced a new Samurdhi (prosperity) poverty alleviation program,
which has a savings and credit component targeting the poorest 20-25 percent of the population.
Beneficiaries will be provided with a supplementary income, part of which will be for compulsory
savings. Potential entrepreneurs among them will be identified by a group of mobilizers who will provide
assistance to generate credit from their own savings; thereafter these entrepreneurs will be encouraged
to link up with other existing credit programs. The savings of the beneficiary groups will be mobilized 
to operationalize the proposed Samurdhi Bank at each Grama Niladhari Division. 

The Government of Sri Lanka has voiced ongoing support for microenterprise development. A 
recent policy statement by the President of Sri Lanka stated that small and medium-scale industry will 
be developed with 20,000 new ventures planned for the next five years creating an estimated 250,000 new 
jobs.' Details of the method have not been spelled out at the time of this writing. 

Donor interest in the sector will remain high as reflected by the number of players presently
participating in the sector. An informal sounding of donor representatives confir-"ed that microenterprise
would continue to be a priority area in the future. The World Bank has recenaIy completed a poverty
assessment and a study on microenterprise and self-employment to identify areas for possible lending for 
this sector in the future. 

It is clear that the political environment among donors and the government of Sri Lanka will 
continue to support microenterprise initiatives. However, conversations with donor representatives and 
review of present and planned microenterprise activities show many organizations with different 
objectives, approaches, and levels of resources working in the area. This points up the need for a 
coordination of activities to prevent duplication of efforts, overloading of intermediary organizations, and 
identify gaps in the efforts. USAID is in a position to play such a coordinating role with other donors. 

25Daily News, January 7, 1995. 
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LESSONS FROM THE PAST 

Lessons in this section relating solely to microenterprise development in Sri Lanka are derived 
from recent and current projects implemented by the Mission and by other donors. The relevant 
project/program is noted in parentheses. 

Financial Supports 

" 	 Responsible disbursements of credit require building of institutional capacity to administer 
the program. The JTF showed that one year is not an unreasonable time period. 

" 	 Targeted and cheap credits encourage recipients to be passive rather than active economic 
players, result in bad loan recovery rates, cripple participating institutions, and prevent the 
development of a full range of financial services available to everyone. Subsidized credit 
is often viewed by the borrower as a grant, with the expectation of loan forgiveness. 

* 	 Donors usually have their own agenda for the volume of credit and the timetable for its 
disbursement that exceeds the capacity of participatory institutions such as NGOs. (JTF) 

* 	 Credit delivery has better recovery rates when emphasis is placed on meaningful savings 
mobilization (at least half of the eventual loan volume) prior to lending activities. (JTF, 
including Janashakthi) 

* 	 Although NGOs usually know their number of borrowers and amount of loan disbursement, 
they frequently have insufficient information concerning the number of active borrowers, the 
volume of loans outstanding, and the quality of the loan portfolio. (Many NGOs including 
Janashakthi). 

" 	 Rather than try to encourage banks to take up nontraditional business, it is better to provide 
supports to institutions that are more appropriate to the market. Loan guarantee schemes 
are subsidizing unsustainable participation of banks in the provision of a scale of financial 
services for which they are not suited. External payments to encourage unsustainable 
participation restricts the entry of more appropriate institutions. (Microenterprise and Small 
Business Loan Portfolio Guarantee Program). 

" 	 The MED savings and credit societies are providing credit access to a specific target group 
and are not providing financial services at the community level. All financial transactions 
take place at a distant bank. The societies are focussed on leveraging savings to allow a 
small part of the community to receive loans. It is debatable whether they are cost-effective 
or sustainable. (MED) 

" 	 The involvement of business advisors in assisting entrepreneurs to apply for loans is very 
costly, because banks are not prepared to lend without their own appraisal. This doubles 
the administrative cost of lending. This type of service needs to be limited to larger loans 
and a fee levied on the entrepreneur. (MED) 
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Creation of New Enterprises 

* 	 The process of social empowerment and job creation, often through the formation of groups,
is slow and must be accomplished through the efforts of the participants with minimal 
outside guidance. (NGOs/JTF) 

* At the elementary level of enterprise creation, most new businesses will be in traditional low 
investment-low income activities. It is wasteful to involve Business Centers in organizing
this level of activity. It is much more cost-effective to use NGOs and community organizers
to encourage group participants to identify and develop their own business ideas for start-up.
If Business Centers are to be involved in microenterprise development, they need to 
coordinate and link their efforts more closely with other developers such as NGOs. 
(NGOs/JTF, MED) 

* 	 Lack of market information on products is a constraint. As a result of this lack of
information, microenterprise entrepreneurs merely copy the activities of others and 
oversupply a limited market. Linking entrepreneurs to larger commercial firms overcomes 
this problem (TIPS) 

Business Expansion 

* Business centers should concentrate their advisory activities on enterprises with substantial 
growth potential. (MED) 

" 	 The MED, TIPS, and AgEnt projects all show the feasibility of using contractual 
arrangements to link microenterprises in a sustainable manner commercialwith firms. 
Working through government or Provincial Councils is less effective. 

* 	 Surveys can identify business opportunities worthy of development and have yielded positive
results. Until now, however, surveys have tended to be commodity-linked. Broader 
subsector surveys are needed to identify business opportunities, possible commercial 
linkages, and policy issues. (AgEnt) 

& 	Because surveys usually precede the identification and involvement of enterprises, it is 
difficult to recover their cost. (AgEnt) 

* 	 Training of entrepreneurs has a higher success rate in terms of business start-ups when it is 
focussed on specific job skills. (Swisscontact, MED, AgroMart) 

0 Initial training and business start-up need to be followed by hand-holding. (AgroMart) 
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SECTION THREE 

INTERVENTION OPTIONS 

GENERAL GUIDELINES 

Focus on Growth Sectors 

Microenterprise interventions should focus on growth sectors within the economy, not the 
declining sectors. Investment in occupational categories and sectors of the economy that are static or are 
dying out will not have the same multiplier effects as would investment in growth areas. Following are 
some of the opinions that were offered concerning the growth potential of various areas of the Sri Lankan 
economy for the microenterprise sector. This list should not be viewed as definitive, but merely as a 
basis for further exploration. 

Tourism
 
Computer training
 
Computer repair
 
Horticultural production
 
Clothing assembly for export
 
Metal working and finishing
 
Soft toys
 
Translators
 
Poultry
 
Vanilla
 
Jams & Cordials
 
Dairy specialty items
 
Finished rubber goods
 
Prawns for export
 
Data entry
 
Business services (desktop publishing, secretarial services)
 
Cashew production and export
 
Services, temporary worker
 
Export-oriented businesses
 
Leather working
 
Packing of spices for export
 
Automobile repair-6
 

A recommended strategy for USAID is to provide assistance in identifying markets that 
microenterprise entrepreneurs can penetrate. This concept is very similar to that now being used in the 
AgEnt project. Although quality enhancement alone will allow microenterprise entrepreneurs to tap
otherwise unavailable markets, the long-term potential for growth lies in identifying a market and 
producing the quality and quantity of product that is necessary for that market. 

26Slow-growth sectors include traditional handicrafts; food preparation; retail trade; blacksmithing; fishing;
carpentry; sewing (traditional); traditional dairy; broom production, door mats; rice hulling; small ruminants; brick 
making; bicycle repair; furniture making; tailoring; and trading. 
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Other Guidelines 

Deemphasize extension. Microenterprise entrepreneurs are excellent emulators. The rice hulling 
machines spreading rapidly throughout the country are an example of this. Therefore, extension services 
for microenterprise should not be a large component in any program initiatives because entrepreneurs 
learn from each other very well. Rather, the program should concentrate on identifying markets and 
technologies, and encourage intermediary organizations to disseminate appropriate information. 

Avoid development of new organizations. Identify existing business linkages and strengthen these 
linkages rather than developing and imposing new organizations and institutions into the commercial 
sector. Commercial consulting services are needed on an affordable basis for microenterprise 
entrepreneurs. NGOs and the Chambers of Commerce and Industry are now providing some of these 
services on a limited basis and could be assisted to do a better job. 

Use emigrant workers and their remittances. Private worker remittances from abroad (Rs 23.8 
billion in 1992) far exceed combined loans and grants from official sources (Rs 13.1 billion in 1992).27 
This should be examined for potential channeling of skills and financial resources into the productive 
sector. Preliminary indications show that emigrant workers are investing in real estate, housing, and 
consumption items. The potential to channel a portion of these remittances into productive business 
ventures is tremendous. Emigrants have already demonstrated they have two of th, essential 
characteristics necessary for successful entrepreneurship - willingness to take risks and equity capital. 
Many of these workers have also acquired skills or worked in businesses that may be transferable to Sri 
Lanka. In addition the emigrant workers include a high proportion of women, a special interest group 
targeted in USAID's microenterprise initiative. Unofficial estimates indicate that 500,000 women have 
emigrated to work overseas. Fifty-two percent of all emigrant workers are female. Seventy percent of 
the unskilled emigrant workers are female. 

Learn from success. USAID should investigate the way that successful microenterprise 
entrepreneurs learned the business they are in, and investigate how these methods might be strengthened. 
Many entrepreneurs learned through on-the-job training in family businesses. There is a clear growth 
path for many microenterprises. In many cases the growth path is intergenerational. The box below 
illustrates this finding. 

The following examples of intergenerational learning were described to the team. 
A blacksmith's son becomes a welder under a tree, and the welder's son buys a 
machine shop. A bicycle repairman's son becomes a motorcycle repairman, the 
motorcycle repairman's son becomes an auto repairman, and the auto repairman's 
son owns a garage. An appliance repairman's son becomes a radio repairman. 
Radio repair leads to television and stereo repair, which leads to computer repair. 
The team also found a typica: pattern in which employees of larger businesses, 
or even employees of micioenterprise entrepreneurs, learned the business by 
working for someone else, and then left to start their own business. 

-lSource: Central Bank of Sri Lanka. 

http:1992).27
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Identify credit problems characteristicof Sri Lanka. The gap between formal commercial
financial institutions and microenterprise seems to be particularly wide in Sri Lanka. Inother comparable
low income countries it appears that a much higher proportion of microenterprises have direct deposit
and checking accounts in formal sector banks. In Sri Lanka, microenterprise owners may have savings
accounts; however, very few maintain a checking account. The financial sector needs to strengthen retail 
lending techniques to lower transactions costs in dealing with microenterprise entrepreneurs 

Microenterprises in Sri Lanka generally do not get supplies from suppliers that have established
checking and lending relationships with formal sector banks because the suppliers are often only
marginally larger than the microenterprise itself. Therefore, supplier credit (providing raw materials,
intermediate products, or finished products with delayed payment terms) is less prevalent that in an 
economy with a more developed and extensive formal banking sector. Thus, a strategy of mainstreaming,
or strengthening existing business linkages and credit relationships, is more difficult because of the wider 
gap between the formal banking sector and the microenterprise. Because there are a large number of
NGOs working with income generating activities, there is some possibility that these groups can serve 
as intermediary institutions to help strengthen existing business linkages. 

Coordinate with other donors. Coordination is essential to avoid duplication of programs or
overwhelming and destroying some of the intermediary organizations. Microenterprise programs are
under way or planned by the World Bank, the Swiss government, the Swiss Foundation for Research on 
Alternative Finance for Development, the German FES, and the Asia Foundation. Others may be in the 
planning stage. 

Remember women. The USAID microenterprise strategy should pay particular attention to the 
constraints that prevent women from gaining equal access to development resources. The extent to which 
women participate in project activities will heavily influence the success of any contemplated
microenterprise project or initiative. The participation of women in decision-making and leadership roles
will help assure that policies, resources, and services directed to them are relevant and necessary to their 
needs. Inadequate access to resources isclosely linked to poverty and women have less than equal access 
to training, credit, and other resources that would contribute to success in enterprise. In design of a 
microenterprise initiative, explicit attention needs to be paid to the cultural roles of women, the household
division of labor, time constraints, and educational attainment. Any program or project should determine 
the particular barriers faced by women and build in components reduce to these barriers. 

Women have household and child rearing responsibilities that limit their ability to work outside 
of the home. This implies that any program for microenterprise development should focus on working
with home-based businesses. Women need simple, non-capital-intensive technologies that can be run 
from the home. 

There were reports in the Hambantota area that social custom discourages women from
participating in commercial activities outside of the home. There was no reported prejudice against 
women participating in home-based income generating activities. However this observation of social
inhibitions on outside commercial activity was strongly contested by some women in Colombo. Any 
program initiative should investigate this area to determine whether this is a significant problem. 

Although many women are involved in family enterprise in significant positions, cultural norms
often direct that official duties (registrations, licensing, or signing for loans, for example) are often done
by the husband on behalf of the wife, even if the business is her own. The implication is that any 
program initiative should pay attention to educating women concerning rights and the law, and women's 
programs should include men so that cultural attitudes of males do not undermine women's participation. 
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Women tend to be concentrated in selected sectors of the economy. Judiciously selecting program 
initiatives where women are particularly active would have the effect of targeting women as beneficiaries. 
One such area where women play a significant role is in the dairy industry. Sri Lanka is a net importer 
of milk powder. Any initiatives aimed at strengthening the dairy industry would almost automatically 
have significant impacts on the economic position of women. However, as discussed earlier in this paper, 
it is not clear whether an import replacement project would be economically justified in light of off-setting 
subsidies, import tariffs, and exchange rate distortions. 

Women are more likely to form groups and these groups can be used as intermediary 
organizations to provide services to women in business. Women traditionally form social groups and 
savings groups called Seettu. It is an easy extension to form larger groups of women for credit and 
savings. However, according to the experience of the Grameen Bank, the lender should not be 
instrumental in forming the groups. 

OPTIONS FOR NEW INTERVENTIONS 

Establish and Operate an Institution for Microenterprise Policy and Development (MDT) 

Rationale 

Catalyst. The survey team heard frequently that there was a need for a national institution to act 
as a catalyst for microenterprise development. The functions that such an organization could fulfil are 
extensive, and the terms of reference and funding levels would have to be carefully examined during any
further development of this option. At present there is no organization filling the roles described below. 
It was widely recommended that this institution be outside government. 

Data collection. Apart from industry sector data for firms employing up to nine workers, there 
are no data concerning the number of microenterprises and their activities. There are no detailed 
industrial data on firms employing 5-9 workers. These data gaps extend to the financial sector where 
there is almost no information concerning the use of financial services by nonagricultural producers. As 
a result it is very difficult to formulate policy concerning microenterprise development and impossible 
to measure the impact of policies and regulations. 

Advocacy. Cheap loans and forgiveness of loans prevent development of institutions and 
development of financial services. The cessation by the government of providing targeted and cheap 
credit will encourage the innovativeness of financial institutions as they seek market share in a freely 
competitive market. 
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Savings services reach many people and play a role in poverty alleviation. To be of use to rural 
customers, however, savings services must be offered in the community and not in a distant township. 
There is legislation before Cabinet to allow NGOs to broaden the scope of their collection of savings. 
Although this has the potential to benefit many, NGOs' weakness in funds management poses high risks 
for depositors and confidence in the rural financial market. 

Safeguards to protect NGO creditors and to provide irmproved financial and management systems 
and associated training for NGO officers are needed. 

Coordination. NGOs need to be networked more effectively. There is a large number of NGOs 
with estimates ranging to as many as 30,000. This indicates they play an important role in society. 
Legislation is pending that will require all NGOs to be registered. It is also necessary that iriormation 
be collected on NGOs and their activities. NGOs carry out a broad range of activities, and a sorting 
needs to be done to determine which are capable of working with microenterprise, and in what capacity. 

Activities of MDT 

A Microenterpri~e Development Trust would be set up to: 

" 	 Encourage and support practical research, dissemination of information, and open dialogue 
with goveinment, on relevant policy, legal, regulatory, and public administration issues, and 
their impacts on the microenterprise sector; 

* 	 Exchange program information with the 160 NGOs known to be involved in microenterprise 
development and search for, disseminate, and promote the best ideas of NGOs and others; 

* 	 Sponsor research and development efforts by individuals and organizations on markets, 
enterpriscq, and products appropriate for microenterprises; 

* 	 Carry out subseutor, commodity, market, investment, and consumer surveys to identify 
business opportunities, firms with which viable linkages could be devi loped, and regulatory 
and market access issues that constrain microenterprise activities; 

" 	 Coordinate with donors on programs and projects supporting the growth and development 
of microenterprise; 

* 	 Provide technical assistance to intermediaries to strengthen their ability to work with 
microenterprise; 

" 	 Work with businesses to develop linkages with small subcontractors, suppliers, and 
distributors; 

* 	 As part of a limited research and development effort, identify, train, and assist growth
oriented microenterprises to develop business plans, or investment packages to demonstrate 
viability of enterprises for the smallest entrepreneurs; 

* 	 Facilitate the financing of investments for individuals directly or via bodies such as 
AgroMart; 
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" Assist microenterprise entrepreneurs in gaining access to skills training and new 
technologies; and 

* Advise and assist Sri Lankan workers, who have worked overseas, on the management of
their savings and the use of their funds in microenterprise investment opportunities in and 
around their villages. 

The MDT would incorporate elements of the TIPS, AgEnt, and MED projects, which have been 
very successful, such as the use of market surveys, the development of linkages with commercial firms,
and the provision of business advice to expanding enterprises. Although these activities can be very
beneficial and necessary for development, they frequently require investments that are only partially
recoverable. 

The MDT would have a sunset clause to close operations after five years to avoid theorganizational tendency to self-perpetuating behavior. If the MDT is doing an effective job, it will
receive further support from some donor. It would be nonoperational and would work through other
organizations and enterprises in support of microenterprise. This would encourage the MDT to avoid 
self-serving activities. Self-sustainability of such desirable services may not be achievable, but such 
organizational characteristics would ensure more cost-effective delivery of ser,..-, . 

At the field level, the MDT would work through a few District offices that would expand in
number according to the demard for services. The selection of participating Districts could be
determined by the incidence of poverty and the existence of good NGOs through which the MDT could
work. An example is the Hambantota District, in which the Janashakthi movement already operates.
The MDT would develop working relationships with larger businesses, NGOs, and fiaancial institutions 
at head office and District levels. 

The MDT would have a Board of 20 people, which would be made up of repres,.ntatives of large
Sri Lankan and American businesses, government nominees, NGOs, and USAID. The MDT investment
and operational costs would be funded by large businesses in Sri Lanka (charitable grants) and by USAID
funding. The USAID funds would be used primarily for the costs of foreign expertise and for an 
annually declining share of the operating budget. 

The MDT would be staffed at head office by a director and one professional officer supported
by administrative staff. All permanent staff would be Sri Lankans. Foreign expertise would be recruited
in accord with a schedule for predetermined needs and also on an as-needed basis. Maximum use would
be made of International Executive Service Corps experts with commercial expertise. 

The provisions of the Trusts Ordinance CAP.96 Legislative Enactments of Sri Lanka provide for
Charitable Trusts, which can receive tax exempt donations. The proposed MDT would not be owned by
USAID, but be seen by corporate organizations as an appropriate vehicle to help assure the growth and
survival of an open economy. The trust builds on a similar legal concept to such organizations as the
Janasaviya Trust Fund. The difference isthat the MDT would be much more limited in scope and would 
be under the control of the private sector. 

Cost and Type of Assistance 

The estimated cost of this intervention over five years is $1.93 million. It is suggested that
USAID fund 50-75 percent of this: $1.0 to 1.5 million. Summarized cost details are shown in Table 
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5. To avoid the need for a ministry location for MDT, this funding could flow through an intermediary 
institution. 

MDT would provide government-oriented technical assistance of 6 person-months to assist in 
developing appropriate policy, legal, regulatory, and public administration approaches to encouraging the 
expansion of a vital microenterprise sector. Under this option. 54 person-months of foreign technical 
assistance would also be provided, over five years, in microenterprise skills and technologies. Wherever 
possible, retired executives (with good commercial experience) would be used. There may be scope to 
substitute some local consultants for foreign. 

Staff to manage the MDT over five years will be needed. It is estimated that one director/general 
manager plus 7 professional officers and 5 secretaries would be needed. Each field office would be 
staffed by 2 professional officers plus 1secretaiy. It is recommended that USAID be responsible for the 
selection and salary payment for the MDT director. 

Assist Janashakthi to Achieve Greater and More Effective Outreach 

Rationale 

The Janashakthimovement is directed at poverty alleviation and encouraging women and their 
families to ,tartup and operatemicroenterpriseactivitiesthrough the use of their savings and loans from 
the movement. In its four years of existence it has reached 35,000 women. The provision of services 
is done on a cost-recovery basis. The movement covers five divisions within the Hambantota District. 
Expansion to cover the remaining six divisions will require the establishment of a subregional office and 
the employment of additional supervisors. 

With expansion into new divisions, the numberofhouseholds reachedmight increasefrom 24,000 
to 50,000. Most of the growth in services within the existing divisions will need to be in larger loan size 
and increased mobilization of savings. It will be necessary to set up a subhead office branch to reach the 
other six divisions. 

Currently loan size averages Rs 2,000 ($40). This can be compared with the Grameen Bank,
which has a similar lending philosophy, of $70. Loan size, therefore, can be expected to grow. An 
increase in loan size to the Grameen Bank level would mean an increase in the loan portfolio, for the 
existing divisions, of about Rs 34 million. 
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Table 5 

Microenterprise Development Trust 

Investment 
Head office plus 3 district offices 
Computer sets 5sets 
Photocopier 4 unit 
Fax machine 4 unit 
Vehicle 2 unit 
Motor bikes 3 unit 
Desks and chairs 5 unit 
Filing cabinets etc 6 unit 
Legal fees 
Contingencies 2.5% 

Rs 

268,000 
500,000 
50,000 

1,250,000 
125,000 
12,500 
12,500 

Total: 

Rs 

1,340,000 
2,000,000 

200,000 
2,500,000 

375,000 
62,500 
75,000 
50,000 

1 
6,766,313 

SUS 

26,800 
40,000 
4,000 

50,000 
7,500 
1,250 
1,500 
1,000 
3.276 

$135,326 

II. Operations 
a. Head Office: 

Salaries 
Director 1person 
Field officer 1 person
Secretaries 2 person

Travel 36,000 km 
Office rental 12 months 
Electricity 12 months 
Telephone 12 months 
Materials 12 months 
Sundry 10.0% 
Visiting consultants 1/. 12 PMs 
Repairs & Maintenance 7.5% 
Depreciation 25.0% 

b. Field offices: 3 offices 

1/. One third are retired executives 

Rs 
80,000 /month 
20,000 /month 
15,000 /month 

15/km 
45,000 /month 
5,000 /month 
8,000 /month 

10,000 

$15,000/month 

1,200,000 /year
Total: 

Rs 
1,040,000 

260,000 
292,500 
540,000 
540,000 
60,000 
96,000 

120,000 
294,850 

9,000,000 
481,125 

1,603,750 
3,600.000

17,928,225 

SUS 
20,800 
5,200 
5,850 

10,800 
10,800 
1,200 
1,920 
2,400 
5,897 

180,000 
9,623 

32,075 
72,000

$358,565 

Ill. Operating contributions 
USAID 

Consultants 
Businesses 

Sri Lankan 

USA 
Fees 

Microentrepreneurs 
NGO fees 
Other Sources (unknown) 

40 firms 
150 firms 
20 firms 

500 units 
20 NGOs 

Rs. 

50,000 each 
5,000 each 

75,000 each 

2,000 ezcli 
5,000 each 

Rs. 
9,000,000 

2,000,000 
750,000 

1,500,000 

1,C,10,000 
100,000 

3.578.225 

SUS 
180,000 

40,000 
15,000 
30,000 

20,000 
2,000 

71,565 

50% 

11 % 
4% 
8% 

6% 
1% 

20% 
17,928 225 $158,565 100% 
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If the remaining six divisions were brought into the sphere of operations, the total loan portfolio 
could reach Rs 155 to Rs 160 million. This would represent an increase in loan portfolio of at least Rs 
110 million over a period of five to seven years. A loan portfolio of this size would need an increase 
in net worth of about Rs 30 million. Savings as a proportion of loans outstanding should rise from a 
level of 20 percent now to reach 40 percent. This would provide Rs 50 million in funding. The balance 
needed, of Rs 30 million, could come from the JTF program. 

Any 	growth will require several supports and safeguards. These should be: 

* 	 Diversification of the loan portfolio. The course of this should follow subsector surveys 
carried out by the movement with minimal outside advisory assistance. This could be 
provided by the proposed MDT. 

0 	 Improved funds management. The increase in the size of the !oan portfolio will require 
better management of liabilities to ensure an adequate and stable source of funding. The 
large increase needed in savings will require a promotional effort supported by appropriate 
safeguards and liquidity. A core of longer-term debt is needed to provide financial stability. 
Adequate provision for bad loans and a sufficient equity balance are needed to cover 
financial risk. This will require that the movement generate and retain a reasonable level 
of profit each year. Diversification of assets, besides the loan portfolio itself, will be 
necessary to reduce risk. 

* 	 Improved financial reporting and analysis. The system needs to separate financial from 
nonfinancial activities, to calculate the costs and benefits of growth into new divisions for 
financial as well as nonfinancial services. The increased volume of savings will require 
improvements in the recording of deposit, withdrawal, and interest calculation transactions. 
Costs of each type of savings instruments will need calculation. Early warning signals, 
specific to each Janashakthi Banku Sangam (or Janashakthi System Bank), will need to be 
calculated and assessed on a monthly basis to ensure their more effective supervision. 

Cost and Type of Assistance 

Technical assistance is needed to help Janashakthi in planning future expansion and consolidating 
the gains it has made. A larger organization will also need some improvements to its reporting systems 
to ensure that current performance and outreach do not deteriorate. 

Technical assistance could be provided to: 

* 	 Provide and install improved MIS and accounting systems. (3 person-months foreign and 
3 person-months local) 

This is to improve the accounting and management of funds and allow for the recording of 
a large number of small-scale financial transactions. 

" 	 Provide and install an improved supervisory system between individual units and the head 
office. (1.5 person-months foreign) 

This 	is to strengthen their prudential management and protect creditors. 
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S Provide advice on the costing of services to allow for the retention of adequate reserves 
;umd improvements in personnel performance, the cost recovery of advisory and supervisory 
services, and the design and use of savings instruments to increase the reach of savings 
services. (1.5 person-months foreign) 

In the longer term, assistance could be provided to the Janashakthi movements in its efforts to 
form itself into a bank. The size of its financial operations, however, may be too small to set up an 
autonomous bank. Alternatives such as becoming a shareholder of the SANASA bank could be explored. 

It is estimated that the total cost of assistance would be about $314,000 as outlined in Table 6. 
This is made up of $213,000 for technical assistance, $10,000 for training, $62,500 for vehicles and 
equipment, and $28,500 for contingencies. 

Recommendation: Focus on The Economic Growth of Microenterprises: 

MDT combined with Janashakthi assistance: $2.25 million 

Cost $10 per family beneficiary 

Advantages: Policy, microenterprise expansion and economic growth, women and 
the poor (Janashakthi), innovative appioach set within the private sector. 

Assist the SANASA Movement to Become a Bank 

Rationale 

Although the SANASA Movement has been successful in reaching more than half a million 
households, its performance has not been consistently satisfactory over all of its areas. Many
communities lack financial services despite the existence of a SANASA primary society. Staff of 
SANASA need to become more professional and competent in their activities, and improvements are 
needed in the financial intermediation and performance of the SANASA units at all levels. These 
improvements are needed to enable SANASA units to provide a broader range of financial services to 
those not adequately served at present by the formal banking sector. 

Improvements to SANASA will enable it to achieve greateroutreach and be more responsive to 
the needs of the whole community. This will mean better savings services with a wider range of savings
instruments and a wider range of loan sizes and maturities. In particular, the poor and women will 
benefit from improved savings services and the provision of small-scale loans up to $300. The improved 
competence of SANASA staff will also enable the units to make loans of up to $2,500 a level at which-
banks begin to operate efficiently. 
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Table 6 

Cost of Assistance to Janashakthi Sanqum Bank 

1. Technical assistance 
Foreign

Systems 
Supervision/pricing 

Local 
Systems 

3 PMs 
6 PMs 

3 PMs 

$22,000 /PM 
$22,000 /PM 

$5,000 /PM 
Subtotal: 

Total Costs 

66,000 
132,000 

15000 
$213,000 

2. Training 
Managers 
Supervisors 
Computer operators 
Senior staff 

40 staff 
11 staff 
15 staff 
3 staff 

$60 /staff 
$200 /staff 
$300 /staff 
$300 'staff 

Subtotal: 

2,400 
2,200 
4,500 

C.O 
$10,000 

3. Vehicles & Equipment 1/.
Motor bikes 
Computers 
Computers 
Filing cabinets 
Desks & chairs 

1 units 
4 units 

11 units 
15 units 
15 units 

$2,500 /unit 
$6,000 /unit 
$2,800 /unit 

$100 /unit 
$250 /unit 

Subtotal: 

2,500 
24,000 
30,800 

1,500 
3,750 

$62,550 

4. Price & physical contingencies 10.0% $28,555 

Total estimated cost: $314,105 

1/. These are shown at full local prices including tariffs and taxes 
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Issues to be Resolved 

There is a vast difference between overseeing a collection of credit and saving societies and 
operating a fully chartered bank. Discussions with SANASA officials indicate they are yet to understand 
all the implications and requirements surrounding bank formation. A number of very important issues 
are yet to be resolved. Examples of these are: 

0 Planning: An exhaustive review of all the activities needed for setting up and operating the 
bank isurgently needed. This review should show the time, effort, and cost needed for each 
activity and set out the constraints to speedy implementation. 

* 	 Legal: Details on ownership, ways to involve grassroots primary societies - both on entry
and exit, allocation of shares and their pertaining rights and obligations, scope of operations 
- geographically and financially, accompanied by full legal incorporation. 

" 	 Organization: More detail is needed concerning management and supporting structures and 
their duties and responsibilities, on internal controls and supervisory and reporting
procedures, on job descriptions and responsibilities of staff, on the training and evaluation 
of staff performance, on the delineation of cost and profit centers. 

" 	 Systems: All financial and managerial reporting will require new systems to record 
transactions as they occur, prepare financial statements for customers costand for each 
center, and prepare reports for Central Bank as well as for the different management and 
control levels within the bank. The design and installation of new systems is time
consuming. Once all systems have been designed and tested, manuals and the reporting
formats will need to be prepared, printed, and distributed. Computer and office equipment
will also need to be selected, purchased, and distributed. 

* 	 Operating procedures: All financial products and services (such as supervision of the 
primary societies) will need pricing to ensure full cost recovery and provide a margin needed 
to maintain a satisfactory net worth position in accordance with prudential banking 
requirements. 

Products will need to be priced in accordance with their associated size, term, and risk to 
encourage the development of a full range of financial services reaching all levels of society. 

" Staff selection and training: Staff for key banking positions, such as general manager and 
financial controller, will need to be selected from outside the SANASA organization.
Following the design of systems and preparation of all procedural manuals, SANASA staff 
will need to be trained. Some staff may not be suitable for training and will require 
replacement. This needs careful planning. The training of just the 7,000 primary society 
managers for a minimum of three days at Rs 1,000 per day would cost Rs 21 million 
($420,000). 

Cost and Type of Assistance 

The cost of external assistance isestimated at between $1.85 million to $4.375 million as outlined 
in Table 7. The lower figure covers technical assistance, training only at the Divisional level up, and 
seed 	capital. 
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Table 7 

Cost of Assistance to SANASA Bank 

1. Technical assistance 	 Total Costs 
Foreign

Initial 3 PMs $22,000 /PM 66,000 
Implementation 39 PMs $22,000 /PM 858,000 

Local 
Implementation 48 PMs $5,000 /PM 240,000 

Subtotal: $1,164,000 

2. 	 Training
Managers 7,000 staff S60 /staff 420,000 
Supervisors 500 staff $200 /staff 100,000
Computer operatot 100 staff $300 /staff 30,000
Senior staff 30 staff 300 /staff 9.CCO 

Subtotal: $559,000 

3. Vehicles & Equipment 1/.
Motor bikes 500 units $2,500 /unit 1,250,000
Computers 25 units $6,000 /unit 150,000 
Computers 100 units $2,800 /unit 280,000
Filing cabinets 500 units $100 /unit 50,000 
Desks & chairs 500 units $250 /unit 125.000 

Subtotal: $1,855,000 

4. Seed capital 10.0% of total paid-up capital $400,000 

5. Price & physical contingencies 10.0% 	 $397,800 

Total estimated cost: $4,Z75,800 

1/. These are shown at full local prices including tariffs and taxes 
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Technical assistancefor an initial study and costing of bank incorporation(3 person-months).
As outlined above, there are a number of ownership, organizational, procedural, and cost issues that need 
to be discussed and included in the design of the bank. A clear and orderly plan for implementation of 
the steps toward bank establishment is then needed. 

Technical assistancefor implementationof necessarysteps towardbank establishment(39 person
months foreign, 48 person-months local). This assistance, continuing over a two-year period, would 
follow needs outlined above: 

* 	 Reporting systems design and implementation. (9 person-months foreign, 18 person
months local) 

Design of accounting system, all financial and managerial reports for managers and 
supervisors at all operating levels. Design and test software needed. Prepare procedural 
manuals. Train key staff. 

* Personnel management. (6 person-months foreign 12 person-months local) 

Set out procedures for staff selection, job descriptions for all positions, design system for 
evaluation of staff performance and incentives, design a training curricula, prepare training
material, train trainers, design and implement a cost-effective training system for new and 
advancing staff. 

0 	 Establishaent of cost centers and services and product pricing. (6person-months foreign 
over 18 months) 

Conduct a market survey to determine the range of, and opportunities for, financial products
best suited to SANASA and its target customers. Review operational costs at all levels to 
ensure satisfactory pricing of products, services, and interunit financial flows. Advise on 
incentives to encourage better staff performance. 

Design and assist in the implementation of the supervisory system needed to monitor and 
advise District, Divisional, and primary societies. Provide training and oversight of 
supervisors and their managers. 

Study tours. In addition to technical assistance, it is recommended that funding be provided to 
enable senior management to travel to Bangladesh to review the Grameen Bank and BRAC models and 
to Indonesia to review the BRI units and the LDKP/BPR systems. For five staff this would cost about 
$17,000. 

Vehicles and equipment. The banking capital requirement of Rs 200 million will be the resource 
for financing most of the vehicles and equipment. It is recommended that external support be provided
for the improved supervision of the primary societies. For 7,000 primary societies this may require about 
500 supervisors. Equipment supports could be in the order of 500 motorbikes, 25 core ard 100 other 
computer sets, 500 desks and chairs, and 500 filing cabinets. The cost of these is about $1.8 million. 

Training. As outlined above, the training of 7,000 primary society managers could cost Rs 21 
million. Additionally the training of 500 supervisors, 100 or more computer operators, and senior staff 
could cost a further Rs 7 million. The total cost cf initial training could therefore be Rs 28 million 
($560,000). 
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Seed capital. To operate as a bank, a total of Rs 200 rmillion ($4 million) paid-up capital is 
required. It is recommended that USAID provide $400,000 in seed capital. This is 10 percent of the 
total requirement. The existing SANASA Movement including the primary societies should finance the 
balance of the capital needed. 

It is quite likely that the bank will also need a stable core of long-term borrowing. This will 
require calculation depending on expected market services and growth strategies. Once formed as a bank, 
it will be critical that SANASA be able to retain sufficient profits to maintain satisfactory capital ratios. 

Recommendation: Focus on Maximal Outreach, Sustainability and Cost
effectiveness 

Formation of a SANASA bank. $4.375 million 

Cost $5 per family beneficiary 

Large outreach, women comprise half of beneficiaries, community oriented 
including the poor, financial services for both survival and growth-oriented small 
and 	microenterprises. 

Provide Assistance to Banks to Work with NGOs 

Under this option, assistance would be provided banks willing to develop supervisory and 
advisory linkages with NGOs involved in the provision of small-scale financial services. 

* 	 The target banks would be Hatton National Bank, selected Regional Rural Development 
Banks, and, possibly, the People's Bank and Bank of Ceylon. 

* 	 Financial assistance would be provided to the banks to enable them to make the necessary 
invesiments required, primarily, for the supervision of the NGOs/SFIs. This could also 
include the funding of a part of their operational costs during a start-up period of two years. 
At the end of the two-year period, the banks and their NGOs/SFIs would reach a mutual 
cost-sharing arrangement based on the flows of business. This would strengthen linkages 
within the financial sector. 

Revitalize the Regional Rural Development Banks 

The Regional Rural Development Banks are not functioning as intended. The environment in 
which they are operating is changing and they are lumbered with poorly performing loan portfolios. The 
Banks need to become a part of the conununity they serve rather than an arm of government. This would 
require a change in their corporate image, , change of their ownership (away from government), the 
provision of incentives for staff to improve staff productivity, a much greater focus on mobilization of 
community-level savings, and full autonomy and greater flexibility in lending policies and management. 
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The Regional Rural Development Banks need to focus on making loans in the range of Rs 30,000 
to Rs 300,000 - an intermediate area not well serviced by either NGOs or commercial banks. 

Assistance would aim at: 

* 	 The development of a corporate image, corporate goals, and associated strategies consistent 
with an identified and achievable market segment; 

* 	 Recommending ways to improve the delivery of services at the community level. This will 
be concerned with establishment and servicing of delivery points, staff training, and 
introduction of staff incentives to improve staff productivity, 

* Assisting in the design and .osting of services to ensure market growth in a self-sustainable 
manner. Essentially this will be concerned with the design and costing of a range of savings
instruments, transfer pricing in the movement of surplus or needed funds between the 
network of Regional Rural Development Banks, and setting the right loan interest rates and 
repayment incentives; and 

* 	 Designing and installing supportive managerial and financial reporting systems. 

Assistance to the Regional Rural Development Banks might be better if accompanied by a specific
loan program carrying with it substantial technical assistance for the Regional Rural Development Bank 
system. This type of program and assistance might be more consistent with Asian Development Bank 
and World Bank-type projects. 

OPTIONS FOR MODIFICATION OF EXISTING USAID PROJECTS 

The discussion in this section concerns possible modifications to existing projects to strengthen
USAID's microenterprise program. 

Mahaweli Enterprise Development 

Activities that could be considered include setting out and charging a schedule of fees to be levied 
on microenterprises for assistance received from the business development centers. MED could also 
participate with NGOs, such as AgroMart, in surveys to identify and promote enterprise development
opportunities, and advise these NGOs on the development of these opportunities. 

MED could work more closely with regional chambers of commerce and trade associations in 
developing initiatives aimed at microenterprises. It could survey and list all types of support services 
suitable for microenterpri-es, and print a directory of these services in national languages and distribute 
it to NGOs, trade associations, chambers of commerce, and consulting organizations. The directory, for 
example, would list training courses, business associations, market advice, and business-oriented services. 

Business advisory services should be confined to enterprises with expansion prospects. This 
would exclude the provision of general training courses and one-on-one advice for subsistence-level 
activities. 

I 
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The monitoring system should be modified to record microenterprise-impacting services, by 
gender, delivered by the project and measure their effectiveness. 

AgEnt 

AgEnt could be encouraged to devote part of its market identification and development activities 
in opportunities for microenterprise and women participation. It should adopt a definition for 
microenterprise which is consistent with that used by the Mission. AgEnt could also be c:icouraged to 
extend its activities so as not to exclude the Mahaweli and its entrepreneurial development. 

The monitoring system should be modified to record microenterprise impacting services, by
gender, delivered by the project and measure their effectiveness. AgEnt should continue to employ 
women in the development and supply of its services. 

The program should consider the indirect effects of AgEnt market development services on 
microenterprises. Larger businesses working with AgEnt may have outsourcing, marketing, or financial 
linkages to microenterprises. 

TIPS 

Its monitoring system should be modified to record microenterprise impacting services, by
gender, delivered by the project and measure their effectiveness. TIPS should improve the liaison with 
other Mission projects involved in lusiness and market development to disseminate infformation 
concerning the identification and development of business linkages between microenterprises and larger 
firms. 

PVO Co-financing (and CIPART) 

The Mission should not fund credit operations being carried out by NGOs. The focus should be 
on the sustanability of NGO operations and assistance should focus on institutional strengthening. 
However commendable their objectives, the use of subsidized NGOs in providing rural credit will 
eventually inhibit the development of sustainable financial services. The focus needs to shift to 
strengthening self-sustainable institutions. The Mission should improve the measurement of project 
effectiveness in terms of outreach, cost-effectiveness, and sustainability. 

* 	 The World Council of Credit Unions has been providing technical assistance to the SANASA 
Movement. It is understood that WOCCU will submit a new proposal, under CIPART, for 
continued technical support. The formation of a SANASA bank, however, may lessen or 
change the need for some of the proposed technical assistance. Some of the assistance could 
conflict with later banking requirements. At the least, further USAID assistance will need 
to be compatible with the movement's evolution toward becoming a banking rather than a 
credit union operation. 

* 	 The Mission would provide technical assistance to the Janashakthi Movement to improve its 
financial and managerial reporting system. Consider assistance for expansion to the 
remaining six divisions. 
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* 	 AgroMart should develop closer links with the MED, TIPS, and AgEnt projects to identify
and develop products which contain more value-acded. If there is a move to the southern 
province, then AgroMart should link up with the Janashakthi Movement. 
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SECTION FOUR 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

SUFFICIENT FUNDING OPTION 

Options to be considered by USAID for any microenterprise initiative depend on the level of 
funding available. If sufficient funds are available to finance a separate microenterprise project, the 
following options should be considered. Although listed as discrete alternatives, these options can be 
combined in a number of possible configurations: 

" Establish and operate a microenterprise project to support p:actical investigations and 
advocacy concerning policy, legal, and regulatory and administrative constraints to 
microenterprise development; sponsor market research; and coordinate and disseminate 
information for NGOs working in microenterprise development. 

" Assist the SANASA Movement to form a bank to extend additional financial services to 
those not adequately served by the existing formal banking sector. 

" Assist the Janashakthi Movement to achieve a larger and more effective outreach program 
to rural women. 

" Provide assistance to banks willing to develop supervisory and advisory linkages with NGOs 
involved in the provision of small-scale financial services. 

" Support the revitalization of the Regional Rural Development Banks so they can focus on 
making loans in the Rs. 30,000 to Rs. 300,000 range that is not serviced by either the NGOs 
or the commercial banks. 

INSUFFICIENT FUNDING OPTION 

If incremental funding is all that is available, the strategy should be to add microenterprise
components to existing projects, or to strengthen existing microenterprise outreach components. Existing 
or planned projects that would be appropriate for an expanded microenterprise focus include the Mahaweli 
Enterprise Development Project, the AgEnt project, the TIPS project, and the forthcoming CIPART 
project. 
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GUIDELINES IN IMPLEMENTING EITHER OPTION 

Administrative 

* USAID/Sri Lanka should adopt the same definition of microenterprise that is contained in 
USAID Policy Determination 17 (PD-17), of October 10, 1988. Because PD-17 is under 
revision, any revisions in the USAID/Sri Lanka definition should reflect this change as well. 

* USAID should seek to play a coordinating role with other donors active in microenterprise 
development. 

Government Policy 

* 	 USAID should encourage the government to stop granting broad loan forgiveness and 
refinancing loan schemes with subsidized interest rates. USAID of course should also 
abstain from committing the same errors. 

Appropriate Focus and Activities 

• 	 Microenterprise interventions should focus on growth sectors within the economy, not the 
declining sectors. 

* 	 Extension services for microenterprise should not be a large component in any program
initiatives because entrepreneurs are excellent emulators. The program should concentrate 
on identifying feasible markets and technologies, and encourage intermediary organizations 
to disseminate information. 

* 	 USAID should focus on encouraging institutional development of intermediary organizations
that, in turn, strengthen natural business relationships. Such organizations include financial 
institutions, business associations, and selected NGOs. 

* 	 A microenterprise initiative should examine ways in which the Rs 24 billion per year (almost
double the combined total of loans and grants from official sources) of worker remittances 
can be used to assist the growth of a strong microenterprise sector. 

* 	 USAID should investigate how successful microenterprise entrepreneurs developed the skills 
necessary to run their existing business, and determine whether these methods can be 
strengthened. To be included in this investigation are apprenticeships, on-the-job training, 
and working in a family business. 

" The financial sector needs to strengthen retail lending techniques to lower transactions costs 
in dealing with entrepreneurs in microbusiness. 

* A recommended strategy for USAID is to provide assistance in identifying markets that 
microenterprises can penetrate, similar to the work now being done in AgEnt. 
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* The USAID/Sri Lanka microenterprise strategy should pay particular attention to the 
constraints that prevent women from gaining equal access to development resources, and 
design project components that remedy the identified constraints. Any program initiative 
should pay attention to educating women concerning rights and the law, and women's 
programs should include men so that cultural attitudes of males do not undermine women's 
participation. 
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The Commission had a number of recommendations for expanding credit to the poor. These are 
summarized as follows: 

The Regional Rural Development Banks should: 

* 	 Be established in all remaining districts; 

* 	 Have their issued capital increased from Rs 20 million to Rs 30 million and allow 
commercial banks and cooperative societies to participate in their equity; 

* 	 Recruit more staff and provide productivity-related staff bonuses; and 

* 	 Establish a Microenterprises Support Fund, with funding through the Central Bank. 

Comment: The survey team sees that the focus still seems to be on channeling credit to the poor;
almost nothing is mentioned about the provision of savings services. The Commission discusses the 
market niche of the Regional Rural Development Banks in terms of supplying the agriculture sector and 
the poor. Ways of doing this cost-effectively are not addressed. The importance of nonagricultural
activities is not discussed. It is important that the Regional Rural Development Banks find their place
in the market. It is possible, however, that if all banks participate in the equity of the Regional Rural 
Development Banks, as recommended, the Banks may be constricted to activities that do not compete with 
its owners. 

The Cooperative Rural Banks (CRBs) should: 

• Be delinked from the Multi-Purpose Cooperatives (MPCs);
 

" Receive prudential supervision by the Central Bank;
 

• 	 Be given the status of banking institutions within the meaning of the Monetary Law Act; and 

* 	 Strengthen audit procedures. 

Comment: The survey team believes that adequate supervision of the CRBs by the Central Bank 
would need a substantial increase in supervisory staff, special training of inspectors, and the use of 
procedures geared to SFIs raLli than using the normal commercial bank supervision procedures. The 
team supports: 

" 	 Activating a credit programming exercise by the Central Bank; 

* 	 Widening access to credit at market-related rates of interest; and 

* 	 Establishing a credit coordinating and monitoring committee to improve coordination 
between financial institutions and to monitor the progress of credit to the poor. 
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USAID' 
,44,1, MicroenterpriseInitiative 

The econorruc growth strategy of the U.S. Agency for Interanarul Development (USAID) emphasizes poor peoples' eco

noric empoverment. Microencerpnis development isan important means to this end. 

agency scaff to pursueAdmirusttator Brian Atod has issued acharter oudming the goal:s of the inmauve and direcnn 

are: 1)to assistioor people to increase their income and assets, thereby gain'.g the basis to ,improve tr.e'them. The zoal 
%eire,numnon. heaiith, housing and 'ducanon. 2)'o cr:s still and producvity base of the econonw, so chat ecoh,,.e 


noric growh isenhranced; and 3)to develop sustainable insurunons through which disad.antged goups gain greater 

access to resources. :osterng a , =ci =.ot more erfectively weaves poorer people into their .o-eresas varocipatng:snc 
members. 

In pursuing these goals, USAID wil be committed to: 

- Focus on women and the tyry poor. USAID has pledged to devote haifof:: Uccort :cr .,c.-'enterr'e :.-

progrm (and the poverry lending poroon of mixed programs) by iscal %ear I?r 
grams to po er-, ,ndmng 

tat serve the very poor, with re!'erence :o loan mountsseicPoverty lending progrms are deined as those 

$300 in 1994 dollars.
 

* Assist implemendng organLzations in reaching greater numbers ofpeople. Because the scale of need isgreat, 
asinvolving tens of millions of entrepreneurs around the world, the agency's approach isdesi-ened to reach 

many people s poar'bie. 

* Sustainability andfinancialsef-suffidency. Through sumstiable tistiruoons more people can be reached and 

nime, becoming pernanent parts of local econorrues.services can continue over 

- Partnershipswith local organizations.USAID ;ill seek improved pzrumerships with governencal and non

governmental orgaruzauom, associons, credit unions and other utnrutons. 

Creating Change UA Iar,ID 

'e c. 

manag-d n :-e .eid. 'USAiDis..... rtuin.- nc.tves :or ,,-msions to ngn-"en ,eir comrr--.e. :o .crente-r'a 

development. 

The hear. or"USALD's 7rcr-m. Le -a:s 1ed'r-Ls;om. and ,T ti:e=r,.e de', eiopmenr rograns "eD-t d 

.s c,e m.NM,ss:on s - ' c " 'r_v u e ,rocr-e :er.e n a.-a 

Desote budzet rcuczcr-s n orer aes LSA-D :.aias to inc.se .ct...==-Z :or 
r ,.'.'and $1") -",c- i.c i ',a '.r .ax --. 

asteci Bo"re AI.. BmLrS 
the next te.v .ears. :o $S ml cn Inicaa er 1 

era . 7 rCOPt-."e .-Ze 
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* The admua-ator has asked Dick McCall. the agency's chaef of stra to ensurt,dtut Al pars of USAID A,,urk 

together to moe the irutuave torrd. 

USAID wil develop expanded cent-,l mechanisms to support the uruuacN-, both tinancuiL and technicaflv. Cenrial sup

port is crucial to ensure that new programs receive the benefis of ctoss-ierlinzauon high stndards otfperfoirance and cut

ung-edge innov'auon. 

* The admirustraor has bolstered the Macroenterpnse Development Ofce with a sigicandy Lrger %tafftoact 

as .he hub of the iruoauve. For 1995 niplementawon, that otfice will desagn a Ivhcrocnerprisc Innovauon 

Program, with the following elements: 

- Financial resources to leverage misson progamming in rmicroenterprise, parcularlv where such !ever

age can spark important nnovaon. 

- Financial resources to support se!eced organizamons direcdJy such as US. private voluntarv org-mza

nons PVCs), non-gbverrnmenml crn.izacors (NGOs) and cr.dit unions, tar innovanve, cumng-.d. 

programming. 

- Expanded capacit to provide technical assismtance to missions and other orpnizatacns The ofc, also 

wil ,:e'brrm essenoal research, traming, monitoring and evaluanon dumes. 

De,elopmenr of better tools for moitorng the performance of USAID-supported pro6gras and 

assessing heir Lmpact on enutprtneurs 
-

The eosng PVO Matching Grant Program and Micro and Small Enterprise Loan Guarantee Pogra-s '.JI 

expand the portion of their funding that supports microenterprise, under the gadance of the coordinator of 
* 

the ir.13(1-vt 

To begin tie Linaoa,.e qwcklv. USAID has expanded three e.,sng microenterpnse prcgras in 1994 Despite seex 

budgeary cons=nts, cen-al tinding for rructoenterpnse acines for fiscal year 1994 will be between $20 mi:on and 

$23 milon. 

* A facilir or !eve'agmg mission progrmming will be available for 1994, based on a -,"is:on of he =Ung 

An.-Pc'.-: Lending Project (APPLE) authonzacon. 

"	7,e B,-' :or HurTx-.-u-an Rte!rrse's O oft:ePn'vate and%olunrarv Ccc.,erzccn PVO NL--"

Pro=.tan . nc.:eased supDort ,o n-.creenter Ths ,er me po_.am e.."na to .r:v_-0ae incl 	 s. za'ocit-

mwaieiv SS aton -o marcoenterprnse .e.eicment compared to $42 :r..cn in scai ,,ar 1993 

The Ntc.-and Srn:l Enrerrise Dev,'ocrnent Program wiE incr se succor- :o enmerese =ac-,s11 
I,Ie,'erage r_, .'a . .r*....... .natev$25 Man ion" :T o .. a ap 	 :"hn._ 

:ec:zn .Z--..s =.=Zr n= .e '.C-..-7-=cO. 199-. ubs",ir,=nan.di : s n P- '.It 

BE3T AVAILABLE COPY 
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USAID ,'icroenterprise Initiative 
~ Summary -Ju ne 1994 

around the woridcL the Ncroenterprse Inimtatve raises rrucroenterprise develop-To support poor entrepreneurs 


ment to a level of priority within the program of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID).
 

77, 7 	 ... , 

The Microenterprise Charter makes -Tucroenterprnse development a prominent part of USAID's econormc 
rrucroenter

growth srategy for reaching the poor. USAID has set a goal of devoting half of all its support tr 

or the poverty lending poroon of mixed programs bv die ena ot 
prise programs to poverry lending -rogrrns 

the ven poor, with reference to loan
Ecl year 196. PIve,--, !.ndLnz r_-rans are defined as those that serve 

Sizes below $300 in 1994 dollars. 

[nca.asesn n oL--al iupport :'r rnicroencrpmr'e-e ,"m an enimated $SO milhon in iscal ,ear 1993 

1994 and 1995, renpectaveiyto targe:s of S130 million and $140 milion in fiscal years 

rucrenterprise kabout $33 mllhon) w-ilA comrnrnent that 35 percent of do~lar finding for go 

through USAID/Washington in 1995 and 1996, while the majority of the program continues to 

ussions. Central funding for rrcroenterpnse in 1994 has already
be funded by USAID field 


grown to $23 million.
 

* A Nicroenterpn'se Innovation Program of$30 million for 1995 and again in 1996, with a new 

grant program to support microenterprise progrrams of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), 
mion

private voluntary organizations (PVOs) and other insdtutions; matching finds to increase 

support for microenterpnse: and exanded technical assistance in design, monitoring and evaluation. 

ullon in rrucroenterpse tirindimg
- Increases in the e-asang PVO matching grant program (to $8 


and the MEcro and Small Enterpr.se Loan Guarantee Program.
 
.-..---.... - , i- ~i ., ' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~................................ 


oordnL'or or the uu-at,'.': a :Unm'--ened O-ce of* D '-i,_-nacon of US,-lD's cnie: of :a5 as 

Bureau :br Global Pregrais., Ficid Supprtc and Reearcn.Nhcroenter:se Deeonte. 1 ,t 

• 	 Revsued monitoring ivstce..s. ,ncluding etabL hng per,-ormance ,n cato,. :na are =rczcza :o 

Rtr.tew of cen=al rnecha.srrs ot the 
measure and accurate reflec=ors of resuits achaee%ed. 


nmzt,'e in 1990.
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From USAID's Office of MicroenterpriseDevelopment: 

_What Are Microenterprises and What Activities Does 
'9agaju 1 the USAID Microenterprise Initiative Support? 

This statement is intended to answer some of the questions frequently asked about USAID's 

Microenterprise Initiative.' 

Microenterprise Characteristics 

Microenterprises are very small, informally organized, non-agricultural businesses that often 
employ athird or more of the labor force in lower-income countries. Many microenterprises employ
just one person, the owner-operator or "microentrepreneur". Some microenterprises include unpaid
family workers, and otners may nave one or several hirea employees. Altnougn no single 
characteristic distinguishes microenterprises fiom small enterprises, USAID has adopted athreshold 
of ten emplo,,-s,ird'l, 'tr.n family ',urk-ers, .s -. an2.c owner-',er i uDrer bound for 

enterprise to be considered *micro'.
 

Another important characteristic of a microenterprise is the level of assets or income-both of 
the business and those ,orking in it. USA[D has targeted its Microenterpise Initiative at the 
businesses run by and employing the poor. While d.finitions of poverty difer from one countr' 
conteyt to another, Missions should ensure that any microenterprise programs they support benefit the 
most disadvantaged members of the sector. When screening potential clients, intead of means 
testing, successful microenterprise programs tailor their services to be attractive to the poor. Po\ erty
lending programs, for example, use very small loans to reach the poorest clients and are an important 
part of the Initiative. The USAID Administrator has pledged that one half of all financial support to 
microenterprises will go through poverty-lending programs or through the poverty-level portions of 
mixed programs. USAID has traditionally used a loan size of $300 as a reference point in defining 
poverty lending. 

Goals and Principles 

As primary goals, the Microenterprise Initiative seeks to help the poor increase their income 
and assets, raise their skills and productivity, and form organizations that facilitate their more 
effective participation in society. In so doing, prograis receiving USAID funding incorporate the 
following principles: acommitment to significant outreach of services, acontinued focus on women 
and the very poor, astriving for sustainability and financial self-sufficiency, an adherance to rigorous
performance standards, asharing of information on best practices, and a fostering of innovation in 
both programs ad aupponive ?olicy ch:-;e. Program supported by "fissions "hculd be ccnmmtj 
to financial viability and have a credi-l .n for tta!ningit. Before receiving :.,iri."n, existing 
programs houiJ also d.nonsta .h,:r :o mS::n .'. I .i d '".i:LIL 'Ahl;!2:;' a, c:s , incu. 
charging cost-rovery interest rates on loans. 

;The notice is for rnformation only and does not replace USAID's Poliy Determ:naticl -I7WPD-17) 
on Microe:e-r~s2 De'.2lo..ene:. PD- 7 ;s rr.-r,tt-.'.'n- evised. 
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Ways to Implement Programs 

In promoting microenterprise development, Missions are encouraged to form partnerships
with non-governmental orgaizations, associations, credit unions, banks, cooperatives, or other local
institutions. A number of institutional paths art possible. Similarly, programs may use a variety of
mechanisms including village banking, peer group "solidarity* lending, innovative individual savings
and credit programs, and experimental, cost-effective technioues in non-financial a-ssistance. Non
financial assistance might involve technical and management training, advocacy, or the release of 
market and infrastructural constraints identified in subsector anplyses. Interventions may also 
encompass support of an enabling environment for microenterprises through institutional and
economic policy change such as improvements in the legai and regulatory framework or reforms in 
the financial sector. 

Micro,!nterprise programs may range from an exclusive focus on non-financial assistance to 
programs concenti.ting solely on micro-credit delivery. Non-financial programs, particularly those
that involve training, tend to be expensive and in most cases will be unable to cover costs through
fees for services. Missions should exercise caution in funding the.;e kinds of activities. Such 
programs may need to experiment _,ith new techniques to increase their efficiency in service delivery. 

Missions may want to wean successful micro-credit programs from continued dependence on
donors' funds by helping the institutions ,iansform into licensed financial intermediaries able to
borrow from commercial banks and mobilize deposits from the public. Once licensed, the newly
created intermediaries have the potential to leverage donor investments by several times or more. 

Activities Not Included 

In designing new programs, Missions should be aware of what does M9constitute 
microenterprise development. Enterprises owned and operated by middle- or high-income persons,

such as professional partnerships or small consulting firms, are not eligible for support under the

Microenterprise Initiative, regardless of their size. 
 Congressional interest in microenterprise

developm,.nt has always centered on reaching the poorest entrepreneurs. Missions should, therefore,

not label as microenterprise development any programs that do not specifically address the sector in 
ways described above. For example, general policy reforms or agricultural-crop lending may, in fa=,
indirectly benefit microenterprises, but should not be classified as microenterprise development 
programs. Some microenterprise programs may also provide support to small businesses, but should
:learly distinguish the different enterprise categories when reporting to USAID/Washington and the 
Congress. 

Questions? 

If Missions have any questions concerning this statement or whether particular :ctivities fit
under th'e Initiative, please contact E=isabe-] Rhvne, Dir!.-or of the Off-i:_ of .ficrcen'e-rce 
Development ,G/EG,fD). 

4o0
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TH.E .AOkAiNSrA0R A.I.D
 

?OLICY DETERMINATION
 

MICROENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM GUIDELINES
 

A. Statement of Objectives
 

Microenterprise assistance is an important element of
 
A.I.D.'s private enterprise development strategy. [t is
 
particularly important in advancing the goal of broad
based economic growth and, specifically, increasinq


'I,- Z-7 - - ooortu' forincomes of ord oo or Un;; iees for 

advancement of micro-entreoreneurs, and encouraging 
indigenous investment. The microenterorise subseczor 
incljes :ne wnola speczrun Of productiie ac:-;-ieS 
ranging from rural-based agribusinesses and handicraft 
production to urbaan-based trading: service, and 
manufacturing enterprises, many of which are ]abor
intenzs ve. 

The pol~cy guidelines descrloed below we.e devecced lo 
ensure that the resources provided under A.I.D.'s 
microenterorise development program benefit the many and
 
diverse business efforts of the poor.* The program's 
objective is to help people with limited or no access to
 

* Many A.I.D. policy guidance documents identify 

important issues that need to be addressed in designing
 
A.I.D.'s assistance to lower-income groups in both the
 
formal and informal sectors in developing countries. The
 
policy guidelines contained herein should be applied by
 

Missions in concert with those in the A.I.D. policy papers
 
on Financial Markets Develo2'ent (August 1983), Cooperative 
Development (April 1985), Private Enterprise Development 
(revised March 1985), Women in Development (October 1932), 
and Private and Voluntary Organizations (Sepcember 1932);
 
the Guidelines on Terms of Aid; and the guidance contained
 
in caoles 1936 STARE 239310 and 2.-314 on the or-vaze 
enterpzrise !Dcal currency lendng or3zrzi contained in 
seczions 106 ad 103 f toe Food Sec_::-.i Act of 135 .
 
Some of these policies are sucM:.arizez in :ne anne.x to -tnis
 
guidance.
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capital achieve a level and quality of business activity
 
that will permit increased access to formal financing and
 
technical services and expand productive employment and
 
incomes. Development Assistance funds, Economic Support
 
Funds, and local currencies support programs that develop
 
institutions that serve microenterprises and that provide
 
microenterprises with c.edit, training, and technical
 
assistance.
 

B. General Prooram Guidelines
 

I. Procram Earmark and Fundina information. A.I.D.'s
 
FY 19E ;nrroorta:ions legislation required that A.T.D
 
make availaole not less than $50 million of the Agencys
 
FY 1988 DA and ESF appropriations to implement a 
microenterpriSe eVelopment program. A.i.Ds.' F-,"_9 

appropriations legislation increased the earmark to $75 

million. Missions will be informed annually by AID/W of
 

changes in the earmark level. Local currencies that result 

from nonpro]ec: assistance (such as cash transfers, C:Ps, 
and Pr -30 sale2s)a' be used in 1_eu of dollars to achieve 
the obDectives of tne legislation. Ths3ayear2_rk De me: 
throuch the funding of credit, technical assistance, 
training, or related activities directed at
 
microenterprises. Missions should be creative n seeking
 
funding and project approaches to implement this program.
 

2. Program Beneficiaries. There is no precise definition
 
of a microenterprise. As a working definition, subject to
 
the following exceptions, a microenterprise should have no
 
more than approximately 10 employees and should nave
 

characteristics (assets, revenue, etc.) that fit well
 

within the framework of objectives set forth below.
 

Special emphasis should be placed on small-sized and
 

individuallv-owned productive activities. An attenot to
 

define or limit the size of a -:croenterorise too severely 
would exclude from the program some enterprises :hat 
Congress desired to receive the benefits of the program, 
i.e., enterorises made up of poor people, such as a rural, 
community-based firm owned and operated by 20 wo-en or 

-certain coocera.t.es ... urther ore, the ooleclt'.e ot 
gradually, adv,;ncLn: an enteroriss to access for-zl sources 
of financino ,-o : ce undermuned -::h too s ae:e.:-. 

tbased unon the f:r s emplovees. 

Missions -a.v el_ have to use a ocall ar oc r.. 
definition of m:croen:erprise. This definition snould oe 
delineated in pro3ect or program docu.nentation. Missions 
should focus on 3ssisting now as 21_ as .ste _n:
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enterprises. Programs should be designed ideally to
 
(a) seek out the very smallest enterorises and, among them,
 
those with the greatest potential for expansion; (b) help
 
firms access formal systems of financing and technical
 
services; and (c) make at least 50 percent of their
 
resources (credit, technical, and training) available to
 
women-owned and -operated enterprises.
 

Missions should note that the conference report
 
accompanying the appropriations legislation suggested some
 
levels or classifications of program beneficiaries:
 
(a) individuals irn the poorest 50 percent of the
 
population, (b) businesses owned by women, and
 
(c) businesses c4ned and operated by the poorest 20 percent 
of the population. 

Po 11 c ci -eter3 
macroeconomic policy and administrative environment that
 
contains serious market access and entry barriers.
 
Although A.I.D. may be able to address some of these
 

P. DaIZz. orren face a 

problems through microenterprise assistance activities, 
Missions should seek to address these or--le-s in their
 

' 
other polic dialogue efforts as well. Con'e:sely, where
 
successful policy reform efforts create pr:vate business 
opportunities in a given area, Missions snould consider 
special emphasis in existing progra -,or new 
microenterprise activities to reinforce the policy change 
and exploit the opportunity presented in favor of
 
microenterpr ises.
 

Some policies that have a oarticularly negative effect on
 
microenterprises and inhibit their graduation to the
 
formal sector are:
 

o Interest rate ceilings that encourage financial
 
institutions to ration credit towards favored large 
clients, discriminate against riskier micro
enterprises, and discourage savings ..ooilization; 

o Trade and investment policies that promote large
scale industry and are biased against agriculture
 
(such as foreign exchange rationing and tariff
 
systens ) ;
 

o Tax laws that often offer low tax rates to'larger 
"
ent=rarises and enccirage t _,. 'f -ac -'

intensive activities; and 
o Restrictive regulatory and legal s's-ens that create 

consideraole obstacles for small firs, thereby 
encouraging informality and discouraging access to 
benefits afforded to legally constituted firms.
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4. Access to Program Resources. In general, the provision
 

of credit and technical assistance under this program is
 
access
aimed at enterprises or entrepreneurs that cannot 

Although special microenterprise
formal sources of credit. 

programs may be developed with banking and other
 

(IFIs), an important
intermediate financial institutions 

is to introduce
objective of A.I.D.'s efforts 


microenterprises into the formal financial system.
 
used


Therefore, A.I.D.-financed technical assistance may 
be 


access the banking system
to assist microenterprises to 

in the absence of a special microenterprise 'window".
 even 


even thougn

In such instances, the microenterprises oenefit 


they are not specifically targetted by a particul3r credit
 

program.
 

A frequent approacn
5. Micrcentermrise -Credt Activit.es. 

credit.
 to assisting microenterprises 	is the provision of 


not exceed
 a. 	Loan Size. The average loan size should 

indications that larger-sized loans
$300 unless there 	are 


are needed to achieve the oojective3 of this progran. For
 
$300
 

programs where prevailing country conditions make 
the 


of meeting program objectives,limit unreasonable in terms 
set the for the higher loanMissions should forth 	 reasons 

size in project or program documentation.
 

loan size was originally proposed by
Although the $300 

a mechanism for directing A.I.D.'S assistance
Congress as 


towards new enterprises, such a limitation ioay (1) deny
 

program resources to viable microenterprise program
 to meet

candidates, (2) be difficult for Mission programs 


differing country 	conditions, and

due to such factors as 
(3) bias policy against microenterprise growth to a viable 

The loan size should be
size in some ecniomic sectors. 
small enough to raach the target beneficiaries bur
 

to achieve the o3jectives of the program.
sufficient 

b. 	 Interest Rates and Associated Costs :o 
interest rites is anMicroenterorises. The setting of 

to promot- vi--important element 	 in a program designed 
microentercrises and financially viable and susainanle
 
IFls. ;;her- p ~ e, the interest rates and associa-eJ 

an refletc
fees charged t a microenterTsr:e by :- snoudl 


or credit orovided. S..n an a..r..izn
the full cost 	 ne 
will reduce the likelihood of decaoitalization and increase 

collateralIf interest rates, 

repayment periods are administratively


savings mooilization. 
requirements, or 

imposed by the government, the terms agreed to in .. D.

oart of a planned 	effort to
supported acti .:ies will be 
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encourage governments to move progressively toward market
 

terms.
 

The interest rate to be charged on loans to
 
at a minimum, be at or near
microentrprises (1) shall, 


Treasury obligations
the prevailing interest rate paid on 


of similar maturity (to the maximum extent practicable),
 

and (2) should not be less than terms prevailing locally
 

or a rate that approximates the opportunity cost of
 

capital in that country. At a minimum, the interest rate
 

to ultimate private borrowers should be significantly
 
terms, i.e., when adjusted for inflation.
positive in real 


In many cases, the transaction costs of microenterprise
 

loans are greater than similar costs associated '.ith
 
include the costs of funds
commercial loans. These costs 


obilized or borrowed; the normal premiums for the higher
 

risks of term loans or devaluation risks- for loans
 
the administrative costs
denominated in foreign currency; 


of providing loans to microencerprises; any extraordinary
 
services furnished the ;.iicroenterorises
costs of non-bank 


or of supervising the sub-loans; and a reasonaole profrt
 
margin for the 171. issions may wisb to or::ie technlcai
 

in :he credi:
reduce loan transaction costs
assistance to 

delivery system and to encourage greater linkage with the
 

formal financial system.
 

most of the initial
It is recognized that, in most 	cases, 

loan activity in this program will be short-term.
 

c. 	Terms to IFIs. The interest rate charged to
 
as for this program
commercial intermediaries that act IFIs 


at least equal to the cost of local,
(1) should be 

capital; (2) approximate the
nonconcessional sources of 


cost of lendable resources of comparable maturities from
 

private capital market (if such resources exist);
the local 

and (3) be based on the appropriate rate to the ultimate
 

borrowers. If interest rates within a particular country
 

are held down artificially by grvernment policies, the
 

rate charged to the I;'Is should be set within the context
 
of U.S. efforts to encourage adoption of free market
 
interest rates.
 

IF's shoul2 s-:i,;e to 4-eleloo more simo----- --------
processes, wnre appropriate, as well as to lin< anc 

into the formalaccelerate the movement of borrowers 

financial system.
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work with and
 
PVOs and cooperatives should be encouraged 

to 


to 	handle credit components of the
 
through existing IFIs 


is not feasible, grants may be made
 program. Where this 

certain startup
and cooperatives for


available to PVOs 

IFIs under this program.
costs of becoming 


Another common
 
6. Technical Assistance and Training. 


the 	provision of
 
assisting microenterprises is


approach to 

or
as 	management, marketing,
technical assistance, such 
 involve
Many microenterprise Projects
production support. 
 either
to 	microenterprises,
training or extension services 


as a self-containucd technical assistance 
and training
 

of 	a credit pro'ect. As past
 
or 	as a component
pronect 


value of charging

experience has demonstrated the 


training, programs

for 	techni,ial assistance and 
reci-ints 


strive ro[ increasing cost 
offerring these services should 


the life of the program.
recovery over 


training and extension services
 Studies have concluded that 
 the
 
are a ootentially effective vehicle for reaching 


s-ailest enter:rlses I:poorest or 

on existingo 	 The training is simple and builds 
- level needs:to 	mic:oenterpr seknowledge relevant 

broker in dealing with 
o 	 They advise or serve as a 

procedures; and 
government regulations and licensing 

or
 o 	 The recipients are organized into groups 
the unit costs of
thus reducingassociations, 


reaching them.
 

successful technical assistance pro3ects
Evaluations of 

scale


aimed at assisting microenterprises and small 

number of common traits:
enterprises indicate a 

a *single missing ingredient" rather than 
o 	Focus on 


addressing nul-tiple constraints; 
oarticular
 

o 	Give priority to addressing the needs of 


industries and problems; and
 
estaolished enterprises,
o 	Concentrate supoort on 

enterprises.
rath-e tan atte-pting to create new 

. should maximize
7. inst~tUna! e. 

coD-er?'-aI
the use of or[.a:e sector Ins-i-ut~os (i.e., 

banks, credi: u.'ins, copera-e , IVOs/1GOs, village
 

banks, and :raining organizations) when such institutions
 
-
 1o3gram.operate as inter7.eIar es in tn.is 

be aiven to strengthening and
Strong preference' should 

working th-ou~h local oriva-ey-o'JneO and controlled
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local
institutions. When utilizing section 106 and 103 

currencies for nicroenterprise assistance, Missions should 
follow the provisions contained in cables 1936 STATE
 
259310 and 259314 on the orivate enterprise local currenc'/ 

cz 

1985. When utilizing funds other than section 106 and 108

lending program described in the rood Security of
 

Missions should follow the juidancelocal currencies, 
contained in the Private Enterprise Development Policy
 
Paper (revised March 1985).
 

It is especially important that inter,2&iari!es work as 

directly as oossible within the communit' Of the 
benefcILarles of credit and technical Jssistance. When 
ap.o-ri te, :redt could be exItended hrougn groups or 
similar mechanisms that use ousiness or ind,_vi.ual 
reputation in the community as a orimary decision critert_ 
in 	creci:, a= c:~on. -<co'ra -,e. ... - --. .. n 

of women in the decision-making and man3qenent of
 
i'ies should also be emphasized.
 

in 	 selectno(:s, s-uul attenti...IZD3.artit]lars-ve 
tD :ne existence f or lans to =tta'n i-, ffAlo. 
desirable inst'itu:tional cnarac:..... . 

o 	F,.nancial soundness - demons-rates reasonable 
prospects for long-term v.aDoizt'Ij 

o 	Orientation toward microencerprise lending;
 
o 	Market-based pricing policies - demonstrates a 

willingness and ability over time to operate in the 
market without reliance on subsidies; 

o 	Capital mooilizazion capaility - deionstrates 
capability to mobilize capital from internal 
savings programs and/or from access to local
 
capital markets;
 

o 	Portfolio and client diversification 
diversification relative to loan purpose and type 
of borrower or in other 4ais reduce excosure; 

o 	Complementary financin'] capaoility - deIonstrates 
potential over time for provi-dng other financial 
services to meet the dofersity or corrower needs; 

o 	Support systen - ._,d.onst r t fes Dotenti al, cver time, 
fsr fOrm~ns cart 9: or Drf 53 :emcatazie :f 

asststancc.
 

A.. D shou'I :o : a lt o"f "f-re ' 
more than the three -o f;e .'ear norm an z a :tr tnhe 
long-term assistance orov-se' to the T7i to achieve the 
result necessary for sustained operations beyond project 
life. 

strive octa -.ir r 	 ftzr 

I M.'IL,-. c COPY 
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ANNEX 

CURRENT A.I.D. POLICIES 
RELATED TO MICROENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
 

The promotion of microenterprise development is consistent
 
with A.I.D.'s emphasis on market-based growth and the 
involvement of the private sector in develooment. A.I.D.
 
policy has reflected this orientation for some time.
 
Policy paoers on Financial Markets Development, Cooperative
 
Develooment, Private Enterprise Develooment, Women in 
Develooment, and Private and Voluntary Organizatrons all
 
play i:7portant roles in snaping *..D.'s framework for 
supporting microenterprise development. Some aspects of
 
these c , pa2ers are s -m-a,: zealeow. 

1. Financial Markets Develooment (\ucaust '988) 

The F'nanc~al -'arkes Deelocent zolicy paoer describes 
A.i.D.'5 poicy' on f:nanc~al mar:es deve crner: arc
 

Drov:des guidance on the develoomenc of A..D.'s programs 
and proiects in financial markets. A.I.D. tr Ies to
 

promote a syscem of financial markets that is inte-rated.
 
and relatively undistorted, one that relies heavily on 
competitive financial institutions, and on policies to
 
facilitate competition. This system should be capable of
 
effectively mobilizing private savings, allocating that
 
savings to investments yielding maximum returns, and 
ma.<imizing the participation of the general populace. 

Among the subjects discussed are macroeconomic policies,
 
encouraging and mobilizing domestic private savings, credit
 
allocation policies, legal and regulatory constraints, tax
 
policies, instLtutIonal development, credit policy,
 
financial training and stdndards develooment, ano ne4 
financ~al instc ments and institut:ons. 

Specific guidance is provided on the informal sector. The
 
pol i 2 reco--ends that k..D. encour:aceaper 
governmqtns "o acDo- spec:: .c reror-s mha: increas? access 

- S-o f 3 f 7e- - s ' 

-
szuides on :-.e n.=cre an] :cnc:tono of :nfo mal''n£nc'al 
marker s. 

. . A. I . D 's ass-st ..n_-e to the nforna I sector nas nis: Dr _ca i';_ 
been in tne form of project-oased credit and technizal 
aS.La ce . .. , T..T ) r r re 'ted at 

IC f 'D.. ef. r S S ZA COa .e 
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demonstrated that these enterprises are reliaole borrowers 
and can be reached cost-effectively, studies have shown
 
that providing credit alone to microenterprises only rarely 
produced self-sustaining gains; increases in income were 
short-Iived.
 

Informal -ector enterprises often face a policy and 
administrative environment that contains serious market
 
access and entry barriers. Some macroeconomic policies
 
have a negative impact on informal enterprises and serve 
as entry oarriers to the formal sector. These issues 
should Ce addressed witnin tne frameWor< of .T..D.'S 
assistance to the informal sector. 

A.I.D. snould also contnue to encour3ge formal financ-il 
-ims~tut'It~gns t sev -he same clLentele-seVa..d by. tne 

efficient formal markets gradually displace less effective 
informal markets. The best examoles are those involv'in 
the extensisn of formal financial s'ste-as t-o cetesv 
the or3.'.o ::nanciai demancs of 3mall famer7s an, s-a] 

sca'_ '77 3~ acor:oac-l :e . 3i 

success Dn tne tratn )f an ass ot on na: rormal 
financial markets are more effective -nan ifrmal 
insitu-_i:ans under appropriate circumstances. AIcnci 
this assu--,ion is generally borne out over the 1onc run, 
it may not be correct in some markets in the short run. 

To facilitate graduation to commercial borrowing, A.I.D.
 
should foster the involvement of formal financial
 
institutions _.n the informal system. ?7or example, i may 
be useful to have a representative from a local private 
bank involved in an A.1.0.-sponsored informal sector 
lending program conducted through a PVO. This might
 
facilitate an informal enterprise's graduation from the
 
A.I.D. program to commercial banks by increasing the bank's 
familiariv with the borrower (and much of that se:ent o: 
borrowers) while establn.shing a credit history in which 
the bank has confidence.
 

2. Cccoera-tive Deveo-e t (_-.ori! !935) 

The Cs,01era::ve Tae'somrnt ic' -o-a-er :scusses tne 
rattonae 3:- ". D.'s 4io[r 4t.t coocera:i;es aand :s 

o -7ecoo-.era::" develaorter . 
suoorts n-e e'.'eomment of cooperative organizations 
because coccera-iyes emsody aspects of thie o"inciples Cf 
voluntarim, democratic choice and the economic
 
eflectiveness )f private enter-rise that h'_stcrica-l!v have 
shaped our own na:ion's development. 

PrFST AVAILABLE"COPY 
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Two important points made are:
 

able to reach and benefit sectors
o 	Cooperatives are 

of the population that would not normally be served
 

by other private sector institutions or direct
 

government programs.
 

attractive alternative to
o 	Coooeratives offer an 

puolic sector orograms. -he oaternalistic approach 
of ,o'.ernents compe,tion provide3nd absence of 
little inceqtYve to seek eff:cent metnods of 

product or zervice delivery. A cooper at -ve, 
because it is reciplent owned, 'as an automatic 
incentive to maximize benefits to tne memzers. 

3. Private Enteror:se Develooment (revised March 1985) 

A.I.D.'s nrivate enterorise initiative is directed at the 

development of the LDC's prtvate secto. The oolic7! paper 
states t.-at -e { :S af . 's D :.I: .. .. c . 
enterprise are:
 

O 	 to er,2ourage "DCs to open tnerr economies to a 

greater rei:ance on competitive markets and private 
enterprise in order to meet the basic human needs 

of their poor majorities through broadly-based
 
self-sustained economic growth, and
 

growth of productive, self-sustaining
o 	 to foster 
income and job producing pr1vaze enterprises in
 

developing countries.
 

The Private Enterprise Development policy paper also
 

private enterprise
identifies \. .D. 's target group for 

development ..ttv,=s. It reocats Secl.ins 101 and 102 
of the Forein'n Assstance Act of 196! (FA1), as amended, 
stating that one of the four princ-pal goals of J.S. 

foreign economic assistance is . the al'eviaz3t-on ot 

the worst ch's:cal maniffettat0ons ot ooert' amon the 
Cord'ssoor- -a.z fr7'.. 

-or nc'za..... ce "n,-d States olat ra 'e.e>3onen: 
poor m or_:- 0 people inassistance :s -o ne,: t-e 

- in 	 3 .- -S : t develonInc :odnt-ies o carticizt 
equitaole growth through productive wor< -e 

L- penent k..I.D.'spolicy pacer 4 r]et3 t roects 4hic.n 
>c-o.-t.. -3>h
or1vate t t snoulo cear>' 

- - o:]linkam es t's-". - ,-- - - - - - -J sJ:r Df- t,, 
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Specific policy guidance in the policy paper addresses
 
activities that include policy dialogue, legal and
 
regulatory constraints, assistance to the indienous
 
private sector, private sector oarticioation in ."e
 
provision of traditional government services, oarastatals 
and government authorized monopolies, capital saving
 
technology, training, and infrastructure.
 

With respect to the informal sector, the policy paper
 
stated A.I.D.'s oelief that the ooeration of the
 
heterogeneous, dynamic and largely unregulated informal 
economy provides a powerful arguoent in favor Df 
eliminaring uneconomic controls on the formal economy. n 
coun,,_-e to z ,-l'yo and relatad r:r-s,:3 	 C 
direct A.I.D. assistance to enhance the .moor-tance of t.ne 
informal economy is a val'-acle comolee .n:arv erecra t_ 3 

policy CiaioQue withl the ionnes,coun~r _isLDC in 
that are reluctant to discuss policy, assistance to 
productive act';i'sccrr.=, cut -n t-e.e _nformal orivate 

-sector ya. te tine on . ; effectie-'a_ to sriila e orcod
based growt:., ani develooment. D.as 7 1- :7.. r o-3

CnrDCr a -3 ',i:q - p0-f01 : " 7D 5_ -°7 DUh 	otf 

4. ;';omen in Develooment (,cooer 198) 

Poor women in developing countries bear major economic
 
responsibilities, yet they are generally less well
 
educated than men and have less access than men to modern 
productive resources. Thus, they often fill jobs which
 
require little skilled work and are among tne lowest 
paying. n the Women in Develocmen: oolic'I paper, k 
recognized that the productivity of women is important to 
personal, family and national well-being, and that women's
 
productivity depends on their improved access to resources,
 
e.g. land, improved farming technicues, information, and
 
employment. 

Ns 	 a matter of Dolicy, A. .D. wll: 

o 	seek to increase relevant knowledge and skills 
amonoawomen and cils 'where !ac,. of edua-::n anJ 

oroduc t i.ve ;ork;
o 	 suoport ste de';el mem- cf Zc-s ... 

womnen where ineff:cent -ec.1o , -, r .2n.C=e,,.= 

overall oroduc: :vitv a 

o 	support efforts tD alleva:e the bias, throuch 
oolicv refcrm and/o- :.'er-'en.-. programs wn-ICh 

T 
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Specific poli:y guidance in the pol cy paper addresses
 
activities that include policy dialogue, legal and
 
regulatory constraints, assistance to the indigenous
 
private sector, private sector parzicipation in the
 

provision of traditional government services, oarastatals
 
and government authorized monopolies, capital saving
 
tecnnology, training, and infrastructure. lcf'
 

With respect to the informal sector, the policy paper
 
stated A.I.D.'S belief that the operation of the
 

heterogeneous, dynamic and largely unregulated informal
 

economy provides a powerful argument in favor of
 
on 	the formal economy. in
eliminating uneconomic controls 


related reforms,
countries amenaole to policy dialogue and 


direct .I.D. assistance to enhance the importa-hce of the
 

informal economy is a vaiuaoie complementary orogrm to
 

policy dialogue with the LDC governments. In couintries
 
that areiry , -ssistance to
 

productive activities carried out in mne informal private
 

sector may be the only effective way to stimulate broad
based growth and develooment. A.I.D. has a strong interest 
in pr grams 4hich support the informal private sector. 

4. WmniD lce- (3tzr19e:) 

Poor women in developing countries bear major economic
 

responsioilities, yet they are generally less well
 
access than men to modern
educated than men and have less 


productive resources. Thus, they often fill jobs which
 

require little skilled work and are amotig the lowest
 
paying. In the Wom,n in Development policy paper, A.I.D.
 

recognized that the productivity of women is important to
 

personal, -family and national well-being, and that women's
 
their improved access to resources,
productivity depends on 


e.g. land, improved farming techniques, inf-ormation, and
 
employment,
 

As 	a matter of policy, A.I.D. will:
 

o 	seek to incr'iase relevant knowledge and skills
 
among women and girls where lack of education and
 
training constrain women's effective access to more
 
oroduct ve work;
 

o 	 support t.e e'elocmen: of lazor-saving 
_2:z -t- az:-e--zI and a:2?:3-'e t3eh.occiez are 


" 
oVer3L,nre jC_:;i:", a.1: 

to 	 3..-?v"te t'e mas, tY.'2'2S]t:COf- ef:Dr-S 


=
-

r "3" .:'_r - rD) ,]S .DO!~ ~.o q~ ,,="FF 6v= t'. - Mv 	 - -' 
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women can enter
demonstrate ways in which 


nontraditional types of work where systematic bias
 

exists against females in the labor force, or in
 

certain segments of the labor force.
 

Effective implementation of A.I.D.'s Women in Development
 

policy being reflected throughout
Policy depends on the 

to be done primarily by:


A.T.D.'s portfolio. This is 


introducing gender distinctions in 
the terminology
 

o 

A.I.D.'s program and oro]ect
employed in all of 


in order to define more precisely the
dc.uments 

impact of N.!.D.'s work;
social context and 


by sex data collected for k.-D. S
 o disaggregati-
country strategy formulation, project
 

ident ificat ton, project design and tnrougnout the 

life of pro]ects; 
country strategy, pro]ect 

o requiring A.I.D.'S 
and planning documents to explicitly


identification 
 benefits andto involve women,
desccioe strategies 

": women and benchmarks to measire
impedtments Drt fl-' ome n ' s O3 . . . . . 

prccess fortnese statements during ":e
analysis of 

their review; and
 

k..D.'S
 
o evala:ing and assessing the impact of 

programs and projects according to gender
 

both in relative and aosolute terms
 -
differentials 
 access to and
 
with regard to improvements in
-

resources and predicted benefits 
and
 

control over 

returns.
 

to be taken in both the
 
The policy paper discusses actions 
 Although general
and informal sector.
formal sector 

trends in developing countries show women's 

participation
 
be low, increasing population


in the formal labor force to 


pressures and the -nabiity of the formal sector to
 
force has pushed more
labor
accommodate the ex-anding ith 

people, escecially women, into seeking employment 


informal sector.
 

: o-
In the formal 

tD ioV-foD"J;C:-a.en3: 1eenr aet onbreak tM 

no :row:n Doten:tal. k.-.;. can
a:occucattons pro ]ect te ex<anicn :Z 

b," es ntng :ntoaccomplis. t3 
w o nave; n.Z:
 

employment ocpor11n in sector s40--

rose ieea-';CYnew sec-ors 

traditionall, worted, an- in 
yetwork roles are not 

the economy where gen2er-specciOof 
: can suopcrt an fznd:n a-dtton,entrenched. 
 or women. -- .::nc ocraamsocc.uoaticnal 

cOPY3EFST AVAILAI. E 
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In the informal sector, 
a variety of programs for small
entrepreneurs and microenterprises have been successful,

and can be adapted for women. 
 A.I.D.'S decision to focus
 on technical assistance and/or provtion of credit 
through

financial intermediaries must depend 
on the particular

situation. However, 
in many countries there are
substantial numbers of self-employed women, particularly

in micro and small industries, who will gain from enhanced

managerial, administrative, and financial skills, 
as well
 
as from the formation of 
cooperative institutions.
 

Specific policy guidance is also provided in such 
areas as
women in agricultural development, 
human resources,

education, energy and natural 
resource conservation, and
 
water and health.
 

5. 
A.I.D. Partnershio in lnternat-,cna! De*,*'l p.-.en", with 
Private and Voluntarv Organizations (Septemoer 1982) 

The policy paper on 
Private and Voluntary Organizations

presents the rationale for A.I.D.'s work with private and
voluntary organizatlons and the procedures that the Agency
will follow in this 
arei. The paper states that PVOs are
 a heterogeneous universe 
-
diverse in their expertise,

size, bases of 
support, and modps of operation. PVOs bring
unique skills to 
the 3oo of Third World development and can
be a means for effectively engaging the rural and urban
 
poor in their nation's development.
 

Alan Woods
 

Date
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PeoPple and Organizations Visited Ouring The Microenterprise Development Survey 

January
9 Monday 

10 Tuesday 

I I Wednesday 

12 Thursday 

1: Friday 

I4 Saturday 

1:' Tuesday 

III Wednescatty 

Janasav.ya Trust Fund 

C3ntral Bank 

Central Bank 

Sanasa Federation 


Mahaweli Enterprise Development Project 

aronatiOutrahFund n 
Agromart Outreach Foundation 

Central Bank 

TIPS 
AgEnt 

Industrial Services Bureau, North Western Province 
AgroMart 
Mahaweli Enterprise Development Project 

(Madatugama Business Center) 

SANASA 
r.oniniunity Action Foundation (NGO)/JTF 

Ministry of Agriculture 

UNDP 
Miistry of Youth Affairs, Sports & Rural Development 

A.A.S.M.Ai, Director of Credit 

P.T.Sirisena, Director of Bank Supervision
 
W.A.Wjewardena, Director, Rural Credit
 
L.B.Dasanayake, General Manager
 
P.W Abayawickrama, Financial Consultant 

James R. Finucane. COP 
Sunil Amarasinghe, Director 
D.Wijesup'tera, Assnt General Manager
Ms. Beulah W. Moonesinghe, Chairperson.
G.1 Hewapathirana, Project Director

Mrs. M.N R.Cooray, Additional Secretary, Banking Development Dept.
 

Spencer T. King, CEO 
Richard Hurelbrnk, Managing Director 
Ralph Chaffee, Friancial Advisor 
Anthony Dalgleish, Mirketing/Agro-processing Advisor 

Gamini Senanayake, Director 
Training Center 
Jayanlha Jayewardene, Deputy COP 
M.W Panditha, Credit Advisor 

Unit Manager. Walas Wewa 
Community Organizer, Kurunegala. 

Mr. B Warsakoone, Additional Secretary. 

T K.Barman 
Mr. R.M. Ratnayake, Sccretary 

http:A.A.S.M.Ai
http:Janasav.ya


19 Thursday 

21 Saturday 

27 Friday 

31) Monday 

February
I Wednesday 

2 Thursday 

:1 Friday 

, Monday 

Tuesday 

Hatton National Bank 


People's Bank 


Janashakthi Sangum Bank 

Hatton National Bank 

The Asia Foundation 
National Planning Department 

Swisscontact, Kalutra 

IRDP, Min. Planning & Implementation 

Center for Women's Research 

Sri Lanka Business Development Center 
Women's Chamber of Industry and Commerce 

CARE International, Sri Lanka 

SANASA 

Central Bank 

Chambers of Commerce 

CIDA 
Mahawelli Authority of Sri Lanka 
'nternati.,rnal Labor Organization 
Small & Medcium Enterprise Developers 

R.T.Wijetilleke, Managing Director & Chief Executive 
Daya Muthukumarar.a, Deputy General Manager

S.S.A.L.Siriwardena, Director of Research
 
Titus Abeysinghe, Assnt. General Manager

Carmel Goonetilleke, Deputy Chief Manager 

W.G. Mithraratne, Government Agent, Hambantota 
S.H. Chithrani Dammika, WDF Organizer. Hambantota 

Edward H. Anderson, Representative.
 
Mrs. Chitra Perera, Director
 

Mr. W. van der Veer, Project Manager 

Mr. Amerasekera, Director 

Prof. Swama Jayaweera, Joint Director
 
Mrs. Thana Sanmugarn, Joint Director

Dr. Abhaya Attanayake, Managing Director
 
Suriyakanthi Mellawa, Chairperson
 
Mrs. S P Gunasinghe, .1st Vice-Chairperson
 
Mrs. Wanigasekera, 2nd Vice-Chairperson
 
Mrs. Ramola Sivasundaram, Joit Secretary
 

Lora Wuennenberg, Assistant Country Director 
Swama Kodagoda, DirectorfTrainng
Robert F. Lestina, Consultant, WOCCU. 
P W.Abayawickrama, Financial Consultant 

M.G.Senanayake, Del). Director, Banking Development Dept. 
Patrick Amerasinghe 

Julian Murray, First S.-,retary, Canadian Embassy
S W.K J Sarnaranayak, Director General 
S Kulatunga, Project Coo-ordinator 
H M.Ranasinghe, Project Manager 
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